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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Investigations Nos . 303-TA-25 (Preliminary)

and 731-TA-700-701 (Preliminary)

DISPOSABLE LIGHTERS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

AND THAILAND

Determinations

On the basis of the record ' developed in the subject investigations , the Commission

determines ,' pursuant to sections 303 and 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

§§ 1303 and 1673b(a)) , that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United

States is materially injured, or threatened with material injury, by reason of allegedly

subsidized imports from Thailand and allegedly less than fair value (LTFV) imports from the

People's Republic of China and Thailand of disposable pocket lighters, whether or not

liquefied hydrocarbon, provided for in subheadings 9613.10.00 and 9613.20.00 of the

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

Background

On May 9, 1994, a petition was filed with the Commission and the Department of

Commerce by the BIC Corporation, Milford, CT, alleging that an industry in the United

States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of subsidized and

LTFV imports of disposable lighters from the People's Republic of China and Thailand .

Accordingly, effective May 9, 1994, the Commission instituted countervailing duty

investigation No. 303-TA-25 (Preliminary) and antidumping investigation Nos. 731 -TA-700-

701 (Preliminary) .

Notice ofthe institution of the Commission's investigations and of a public

conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in

the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by

publishing the notice in the Federal Register of May 16, 1994 (59 F.R. 25502) . The

conference was held in Washington, DC, on June 1 , 1994, and all persons who requested the

opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel .

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure (19

CFR 207.2(f)) .

2 Vice Chairman Nuzum dissenting.
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION

Based on the record in these preliminary investigations, we determine that there is a

reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is threatened with material injury

by reason of imports of disposable lighters from Thailand that are allegedly subsidized and

are allegedly sold in the United States at less than fair value ("LTFV") and from China that

are allegedly sold in the United States at LTFV.3 4 5

I. THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY DETERMINATIONS

The legal standard in preliminary antidumping duty investigations requires the

Commission to determine, based upon the best information available at the time of the

preliminary determination, whether there is a reasonable indication that a domestic industry is

materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the allegedly subsidized or

LTFV imports . In applying this standard, the Commission weighs the evidence before it

and determines whether " (1) the record as a whole contains clear and convincing evidence

that there is no material injury or threat of material injury; and (2) no likelihood exists that

any contrary evidence will arise in a final investigation .

II. LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

To determine whether there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United

States is materially injured or is threatened with material injury by reason of the subject

imports, the Commission must first define the "like product" and the domestic " industry. "

Section 771 (4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930, (the " Act") , defines the relevant industry as the

"domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output

of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that

product .. In turn, the Act defines " like product" as " a product which is like , or in the

absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an

investigation .

118

119

3 Vice Chairman Nuzum finds that there is no reasonable indication that an industry in the United

States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of disposable

lighters from China and Thailand that are allegedly subsidized or allegedly sold at LTFV. See

Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Nuzum, infra.

Commissioner Crawford finds that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United

States is materially injured by reason of imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand that

are allegedly subsidized or allegedly sold at LTFV. See Additional Views of Commissioner Crawford,

infra.

Whether there is a reasonable indication that the establishment of an industry in the United States

is materially retarded is not an issue in these investigations.

19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a). See also, American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir.

1986); Calabrian Corp. v. U.S. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 794 F. Supp. 377, 381 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1992) .

American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d at 1001. See also Torrington Co. v. United

States, 790 F. Supp. 1161 , 1165 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1992).

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10) . The Commission's like product determinations are factual, and the

Commission applies the statutory standard of " like" or " most similar in characteristics and uses" on a

case-by-case basis. See Torrington Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp. 744, 749 n.3 (Ct. Int'l Trade

1990), aff'd, 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991) .

(continued...)
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The Department of Commerce ("Commerce") has defined the imported products

subject to these investigations as:

disposable pocket lighters, whether or not refillable, whose fuel is butane,

isobutane, propane, or other liquified hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing

any ofthese, whose vapor pressure at 75 degrees fahrenheit (24 degrees

celsius) exceeds a gage pressure of 15 pounds per square inch.10

While the Commission must accept Commerce's determination as to which imported

merchandise is within the class or kind of merchandise allegedly subsidized or allegedly sold

at less than fair value, the Commission determines what domestic product is like the imported

articles identified by Commerce.

Disposable lighters are flame-producing consumer products commonly used to ignite

tobacco and other materials , and which are intended to be discarded after the fuel supply is

depleted . " The petitioner, BIC Corporation ("BIC ") , manufactures disposable , non-refillable

butane lighters and is the sole U.S. producer of such lighters ." A second U.S. company,

Zippo Corporation ("Zippo") , manufactures refillable lighters that use " liquid fuel " (typically

naphtha) drawn through a wick. "

Both refillable and nonrefillable lighters are imported into the United States from the

subject countries. All non-refillable lighters from China and Thailand use butane and

therefore fall within the scope of investigation . The vast majority of refillable lighters

(whether or not disposable) imported from China and Thailand uses liquid fuel and therefore

does not fall within the scope. "

9

(...continued)

In analyzing like product issues , the Commission considers a number of factors, including:

(1) physical characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability of the products; (3) channels of distribution ;

(4) customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5) the use of common manufacturing facilities

and production employees; and where appropriate, (6) price. Calabrian Corp. v. U.S. Int'l Trade

Comm'n, 794 F. Supp. 377, 382 n.4 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1992) . No single factor is dispositive, and the

Commission may consider other factors relevant to a particular investigation. The Commission looks

for clear dividing lines among possible like products, and disregards minor variations. See, e.g. , S.

Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong. , 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979) ; Torrington Co. v. United States , 747 F. Supp. at

748-49.

10 Commerce Dept. Notice of Institution , 58 Fed. Reg. 29411-29413 (June 7 , 1994) .

11 See, e.g., Algoma Steel Corp. v . United States , 688 F. Supp. 639 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988)( "ITC

does not look behind ITA's determination, but accepts ITA's determination as to which merchandise is

in the class of merchandise sold at LTFV. ") , aff'd, 865 F.2d 240 (Fed. Cir. 1989) ; Torrington v.

United States, 747 F. Supp. 744 (Ct . Int'l Trade 1990) , aff'd, 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed . Cir . 1991) .

12 Confidential Staff Report (hereinafter referred to as "CR") at I-4; Public Staff Report (hereinafter

referred to as "PR") at II-3 . Such lighters are composed of a body, a base, a lever or fork, a jet, a

lighting mechanism, a valve, fuel and other minor components . CR at I-5 ; PR at II-3 .

13 CR at I-5; PR at II-9.

14 Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 7; Transcript at 60 (testimony of Mr. Oleynik) . Commerce's

scope includes lighters that use as fuel " any liquefied hydrocarbon . . . whose vapor pressure at 75

degrees fahrenheit (24 degrees celsius) exceeds a gage pressure of 15 pounds per square inch. " This

criterion includes butane lighters (also referred to as " gas" lighters) and excludes lighters that use

naphtha or similar fuels (also referred to as " liquid " lighters) . See ASTM "Standard Consumer Safety

Specification for Lighters.

"

15 CR at I-9, n. 10; PR at II-4. CPSC Notice - Safety Standard for Cigarette Lighters, 58 Fed .

Reg. 37557 (July 12, 1993) .
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16
On July 12, 1993, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (" CPSC") issued a

safety standard, effective July 12, 1994, that requires disposable and novelty lighters to be

child resistant." The regulation defines disposable lighters as those that either (1) are

nonrefillable with fuel or (2) use butane or similar fuels and have a Customs Valuation or ex-

factory price under $2.00 . The rule requires each manufacturer or importer of covered

lighters to certify that its product conforms to the CPSC standard . Lighters that are not

certified as child resistant may not be manufactured or imported into the United States after

July 12, 1994.

In addition, the rule contains anti-stockpiling provisions that limit the amount of

noncomplying lighters that may be produced or imported between July 12 , 1993 and July 12,

1994.18 Non-complying lighters manufactured or imported into the United States before July

12 , 1994 can be legally sold to consumers at any time but are subject to the stockpiling rule .

The like product issues in these preliminary investigations are: (1 ) whether the

Commission should accept petitioner's proposed definition of the like product as coextensive

with the CPSC standard; (2) whether child resistant lighters constitute a separate like product

from standard disposable lighters; and (3) what domestic products are most similar in

characteristics and uses to refillable disposable lighters included within Commerce's scope of

investigation.

1. The CPSC Standard

Petitioner urges the Commission to find that the domestic product like the subject

imports is its disposable butane lighters . Petitioner suggests that the Commission define a

single like product consisting of all disposable lighters as defined in the CPSC Safety

Standard for Cigarette Lighters ."

19

We do not adopt the CPSC standard as our like product definition because there is no

clear justification under the Commission's six factor analysis for this like product definition .

While we may consider safety or other regulations in evaluating whether products are

sufficiently similar to be considered the same like product, we do not view ourselves as

bound by such regulations in lieu of applying the like product definition of the antidumping

laws.2

20

2.
Whether Child Resistant Disposable Lighters are a Separate Like Product

Respondents argue that the Commission should recognize the market consequences of

the CPSC Safety Standard effective July 12, 1994 by finding that standard disposable lighters

and child-resistant disposable lighters are two separate like products ." Respondents Thai

16 Novelty lighters are defined as those that have entertaining audio or visual effects , or that depict

(by logos, decals, art work, etc.) or resemble in function articles commonly recognized as appealing to

or intended for use by children under 5 years of age. 58 Fed. Reg. 37560 (July 12, 1993) .

17 See 58 Fed. Reg. 37557 (July 12, 1993) .

18 58 Fed . Reg. 37562 (July 12, 1994) .

19 Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 6. Petitioner argues that the value element of the definition

separates refillable disposable lighters (disposable lighters with a refill valve) from true refillable

lighters, which are normally constructed of sturdier materials and are meant to be kept and refilled ,

rather than discarded once the fuel is spent. We note that the fuel restriction has a similar effect

because all nonrefillable lighters use butane fuel (58 Fed . Reg. 37563 (July 12, 1993).

20 See Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan, Inv. No. 731 -TA-388 (Final) , USITC Pub. 2163

(March 1989).

21 Postconference Brief of Thai Merry at 5.
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Merry Company ("Thai Merry") and New York Lighter Company, Inc. and PolyCity

Industrial, Ltd. ("New York Lighter") argue that the Commission should find two like

products , standard disposable lighters and child-resistant lighters , corresponding to the

disposable butane lighters included within the scope."

22

23

Respondents KGM Industries Co. , Cli-Claque, Halpren Import Co. , Sidelines

International, and the U.S. Lighter Importers and Distributors Association ("KGM") argue

that the Commission should find three like products : (1 ) standard disposable lighters ; (2)

child-resistant disposable lighters; and (3) and refillable lighters." They believe that it is

necessary for the Commission to find a third like product, consisting of refillable lighters ,

because they believe that certain refillable lighters produced by KGM may fall within the

scope of investigation .

26

Based on the information in the record we find that, for purposes of these

preliminary investigations, standard disposable lighters and child resistant lighters constitute

one single like product. Child resistant disposable lighters are, indeed, more expensive" and

more difficult for young children to operate than standard disposable lighters ." However,

the two types of lighters share nearly all of the same physical characteristics, have the same

end uses, are essentially interchangeable for many consumers, have common channels of

distribution," and are made using common production processes and employees in the same

manufacturing facilities . Although the additional components included in the child-resistant

lighters require certain additional manufacturing steps and components , BIC, the only

domestic producer to produce standard and child-resistant disposable lighters , manufactures

both in the same facilities using the same machinery with the same employees ."9

28

30

Respondents ' argue separate like product treatment is appropriate because after July

12 (when the new CPSC rule becomes effective) , differences between the two types of

lighters , particularly their marketing and manufacture, will be more pronounced , as measured

by the like product factors considered by the Commission. However, respondents do not

stress current differences between child resistant and standard disposable lighters, but rather

point to likely events in the near future. In the event of any final investigations, we will

reconsider the extent to which the CPSC standard has had an effect on the factors the

Commission considers in making like product determinations .

2 Post-Conference Brief of Thai Merry at 2. Respondents New York Lighter, Co. , Inc. and

PolyCity Industrial ("New York Lighter") state that they adopt in whole respondent Thai Merry's like

product arguments.

23 Postconference Brief of KGM at 2.

24

Transcript at 54 (Testimony of Mr. Gray; CR at I-59 & Table 18 ; PR at II-24 .

25 CR at I-5; PR at II-4.

26 CR at I-5 to I-8 ; PR at II-4 to II-6.

27

CR at I- 18 & I- 19 ; PR at II- 10 .
28

Transcript at 49-50 (Testimony of Mr. McGrath) ; Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 11. In

these preliminary investigations, we have limited information regarding producer and consumer

perceptions of the two products.
29

We note that the production processes for both standard disposable lighters and child-resistant

disposable lighters consist of the same five basic operations. See CR at I-5; PR at II-4.

30 Transcript at 80 (testimony of Mr. Lindsey)("After July 12th, the differences in consumer

preferences, the lack of interchangeability, and the differences in channels of distribution will be as

stark as any that the Commission has ever considered . ")
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3. Refillable Lighters"

Commerce's scope definition in these investigations presents significant difficulties for

the Commission's data gathering and analysis . The scope specifies that the subject imports

are " disposable lighters , whether or not refillable. " This language is ambiguous because it is

unclear what imports could be considered to be " refillable disposable" lighters . Respondent

KGM asserts that the scope arguably includes imports of certain lower-priced refillable

lighters that also use butane fuel.32 KGM argues that should its refillable lighters be

determined to fall within the scope, the Commission should find its refillable lighters, or

alternatively, all refillable lighters, to be separate like products from nonrefillable lighters .

Because there is no domestic product that directly corresponds to these butane-fueled

refillable lighters, we must consider whether the domestic products " most similar" to these

refillable lighters are the refillable lighters manufactured by Zippo. We assume for

purposes of these preliminary investigations that KGM's refillable lighters are included within

Commerce's scope.

34

33

Information on the record indicates that the imported refillable butane lighters are

similar to BIC lighters with respect to certain characteristics but are similar to Zippo lighters

with respect to others . While we lack significant data regarding the like product factors as

they relate to Zippo lighters, for purposes of these preliminary investigations , we find that

BIC's lighters are the domestic product most similar in characteristics and uses to any

refillable lighters included in the scope.

36

Both BIC lighters and the subject imported refillable lighters have the same end use,

share many physical characteristics, and may share certain channels of distribution." Unlike

Zippo lighters, both BIC lighters and the subject imports use butane fuel . Neither BIC

lighters, Zippo lighters, nor the imported refillable butane lighters are in fact manufactured

using the same production facilities or employees." In these preliminary investigations , we

31 Chairman Watson does not join the following discussion . Although all lighters may be

"disposable" in a technical sense, the refillable lighters manufactured by KGM are not " disposable" in

any practical sense given their qualities. He therefore finds that such lighters are not "disposable" and

therefore are not subject to Commerce's investigation as Commerce has defined it .

32 Petitioner concedes that in general, refillable lighters and non-refillable lighters are very

different, but asserts that the inclusion of refillable "disposable" lighters in the scope serves the

purpose of deterring importers from attempting to circumvent an antidumping duty order on

nonrefillable lighters by adding a refill valve to what would otherwise be nonrefillable disposable

lighters . Transcript at 52-53 (Testimony of Mr. McGrath) . While the scope definition may defer

circumvention, the relevant inquiry for the Commission is what is the scope definition, not why is it

defined in a particular manner.

33 Postconference Brief of KGM at 4. Part of KGM's argument is misplaced . We note that it is

not the imports that are divided into like products , but rather we consider whether the domestic

product is " like" the imported products. E.g., Fresh Cut Roses from Colombia and Ecuador, Inv .

Nos. 731-TA-684 and 685 (Preliminary) , USITC Pub. 2766 (March 1994) at I-8 n.41 .

34 Fresh Cut Roses from Colombia and Ecuador, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-684 and 685 (Preliminary) ,

USITC Pub. No. 2766 (March 1994) at I-8 ( "Micro roses are included in Commerce's scope of

investigation. Therefore, even if micro roses are not produced in the United States, the Commission

must still determine which domestic product is " like, or in the absence of like, most similar" to micro

roses. ") ; Ferrosilicon from Egypt, Inv. No. 731 -TA-642 (Final) , USITC Pub. 2688 (October 1993) at

I-7.

35 CR at I-9, n.10; PR at II-4.

36 58 Fed. Reg. 37557 (July 12, 1993).
37

Postconference Brief of KGM at 9 and Exhibit 1 .
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have limited data regarding customer and producer perceptions of the three types of lighters ,

as well as information regarding differences in manufacturing processes.38

It may become more clear in any final investigations whether Commerce deems the

refillable lighters manufactured by KGM to be subject imports . If such imports are included,

we note that in light of the similarities between these lighters and Zippo lighters," there

appears to be a substantial issue as to whether the Commission should find that the products

most like those lighters are the refillable lighters manufactured by Zippo . Moreover, in light

ofthe significant differences between the lighters produced by BIC and by Zippo, it is not

clear that Zippo lighters should not be considered to be a separate like product from BIC

lighters . We request the parties to consider this issue further in any final investigations .

Accordingly, we find a single like product consisting of disposable lighters , not

including Zippo's refillable lighters . In light of our like product determination, the domestic

industry consists of the petitioner, BIC.*

III .

40

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

In assessing whether there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry is

materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of allegedly subsidized or

LTFV imports, the Commission considers all relevant economic factors which have a bearing

on the state of the industry in the United States . These factors include output, sales ,

inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages , productivity, profits, cash

flow, return on investment, ability to raise capital , and research and development. No single

factor is determinative, and we consider all relevant factors " within the context of the

business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry.

1141

A condition of competition distinctive to the domestic industry is that as discussed

above, on July 12, 1994, a CPSC safety standard will go into effect that requires certain

types of disposable and novelty lighters to meet specified requirements for child resistance."2

The rule prohibits domestic production or importation of noncomplying lighters and requires

manufacturers and importers to issue certificates of compliance with the standard . Finally,

the rule contains anti-stockpiling provisions that limit the production or importation of

noncomplying lighters between the date of promulgation of the rule (on July 12 , 1993) and

its effective date one year later."

Apparent U.S. consumption of disposable lighters by quantity increased from 1991 to

1993 and was higher in the first three months of 1994 (" interim 1994" ) compared with the

38 In any final investigations, we will explore under what circumstances BIC's production facilities

and equipment used to make disposable lighters could be used to make nondisposable lighters, and

Zippo's production facilities and equipment could be used to make disposable lighters.

We note that Zippo lighters and the subject refillable lighters appear to possess some common

physical characteristics and may be more similar in price than are the subject refillable lighters and

BIC's disposable lighters. CR at I-9, n. 10 ; PR at ÏI-4; Postconference Brief of KGM at 6; Transcript

at 111 (Testimony of Mr. Park) .

40 Chairman Watson and Commissioner Newquist note that even had they included Zippo within the

domestic industry, they would have reached an affirmative determination in these preliminary

investigations.
41

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) . None of the parties suggested the existence of a business cycle

unique to this industry.

58 Fed. Reg. 37557 (July 12, 1993) .

43 58 Fed. Reg. 37562 (July 12, 1994) . Non-complying lighters manufactured or imported into the

United States before July 12, 1994 can be legally sold to consumers at any time but are subject to the

stockpiling rule.
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44 45

46

same period in 1993 (" interim 1993") ." By value, however, U.S. consumption of

disposable lighters decreased from 1991 to 1993 and was lower in interim 1994 compared

with interim 1993 , reflecting , at least in part, the declining unit values of subject imports .

The U.S. producer's domestic shipments by quantity and value also increased from 1991 to

1993 , but were lower in interim 1994 compared with interim 1993. While U.S. consumption

increased, the U.S. producer's market share by quantity fell from 1991 to 1993 and was

lower in interim 1994 than in interim 1993.47

Domestic production of disposable lighters increased from 1991 to 1993 and was

higher in interim 1994 compared with interim 1993. Production capacity also increased

from 1991 to 1992 , then fell in 1993 and was lower in interim 1994 than in interim 1993.

Capacity utilization fell from 1991 to 1992 , but rose from 1992 to 1993 and was higher in

interim 1994 than in interim 1993.49

The number of production and related workers producing disposable lighters declined

between 1991 and 1993, but was higher in interim 1994 than in interim 1993. The wages

paid to such workers , number of hours worked, and productivity, however, increased

throughout the period examined.so

The U.S. producer's end-of period inventories of disposable lighters increased

between 1991 and 1993 and were higher in interim 1994 than in interim 1993. The ratio of

such inventories to U.S. shipments also increased over the period of investigation ." The

domestic industry's level of capital expenditures increased between 1991 and 1993 and was

higher in interim 1994 than in interim 1993." Expenditures for research and development

increased between 1991 and 1993, but were lower in interim 1994 than in interim 1993 .

The domestic industry's financial performance over the period of investigation was

somewhat mixed.55 Although both the quantity and value of net sales rose from 1991 to

1993 , net sales were significantly lower in interim 1994 than in interim 1993. Similarly,

gross profit and operating income increased from 1991 to 1993 , but were lower in interim

1994 compared with interim 1993. The ratio of operating income to sales followed the same

pattern.

56 57 58

" CR at Table 1 & CR at I-54; PR at II-8 . This trend appears to be due in part to the

displacement of matches by relatively inexpensive disposable lighters . CR at I-13; PR at II-8.

Apparent domestic consumption includes consumption of nonrefillable disposable lighters

produced by BIC plus imports of subject nonrefillable lighters and the refillable lighters imported by

KGM. If KGM's imports of refillable disposable lighters were added to the data shown in Table C-3,

it would not affect the trends discussed above.

46 CR at Table 16 and Table 1 .

47

By value the U.S. producer's market share increased from 1991 to 1993 and was higher in

interim 1994 than in interim 1993. CR at Table 17.

CR at Table 2.
49
CR at Table 2.

50
CR at Table 5.

51 In these preliminary investigations, it is unclear what effect, if any, the antistockpiling provisions

of the CPSC standards have had on the level of inventories of disposable lighters .

52 CR at Table 4; PR at II- 12.

53 CR at Table 12.

34

54 CR at I-39; PR at II- 15.

55We note that in these preliminary investigations it is unclear whether changes in the costs of

defending product liability lawsuits have had a significant effect on the financial performance ofthe

domestic industry. We will explore this issue further in the event of any final investigations.

56OCR at Table 7.

57 Chairman Watson believes that litigation costs associated with product liability lawsuits should

not be considered " operating " costs, and therefore, should not affect operating income, although net

income would be affected .
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IV . CUMULATIONS⁹

In determining whether there is material injury by reason of allegedly subsidized or

LTFV imports , the Commission is required to " cumulatively assess the volume and effect of

imports from two or more countries of like products subject to investigation if such imports

compete with each other and with like products of the domestic industry in the United States

market. "60 In assessing whether a domestic industry is threatened with material injury by

reason of imports from two or more countries, the Commission has discretion to cumulate

the volume and price effects of such imports if the competition requirement is met."

In addition, in deciding whether it is appropriate to cumulate for its threat analysis ,

the Commission considers whether the imports are increasing at similar rates in the same

markets, whether the imports have similar margins of underselling or pricing patterns, and

the probability that imports will enter the United States at prices that would have a

depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of that merchandise.

62

With regard to whether the subject imports compete with each other and with the

domestic like product, the Commission has generally considered four factors , including:

(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different countries and

between imports and the domestic like product, including consideration of

specific customer requirements and other quality related questions;

(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographical markets of

imports from different countries and the domestic like product;

(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution for imports

from different countries and the domestic like product; and

(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the market."

No single factor is determinative, and the list of factors is not exclusive . Only a "reasonable

overlap" of competition is required; the Commission does not have to find that all imports

compete with all other imports and all domestic like products ."

64

58 (...continued)

58 Based upon examination of the relevant statutory factors, Commissioner Newquist and

Commissioner Rohr conclude that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing

disposable lighters is not currently experiencing material injury, but that it is in a vulnerable condition.

59 Commissioner Rohr and Commissioner Crawford do not join the remainder of this opinion. See

Views of Commissioner Rohr and Views of Commissioner Crawford, infra.

60 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I) . Cumulation is not required, however, when imports from a

subject country are negligible and have no discernible adverse impact on the domestic industry. 19

U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v) . In these preliminary investigations, no party argued that the volume of

imports from China or Thailand were negligible.

61 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iv) .

62 See Torrington v. United States , 790 F.Supp. at 1172 (affirming Commission's determination not

to cumulate for purposes of threat analysis when pricing and volume trends among subject countries

were not uniform and import penetration was extremely low for most of the subject countries);

Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp . 730, 741-42 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989);

Asocoflores, 704 F. Supp. 1068 , 1072 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) .

See generally, e.g. , Fundicao Tupy, S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 , 902 (Ct. Int'l

Trade 1988), aff'd, 859 F.2d 915 (Fed . Cir. 1988).

64 See Wieland Werke, AG , 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989)) ; Granges Metallverken AB

v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17, 21-22 (Ct . Int'l Trade 1989) .
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65

66

In these preliminary investigations, no party disputed that the competition requirement

has been met. In addition, while there is some evidence of quality differences between the

domestic product and the subject imports , we note that disposable lighters from China and

Thailand and the domestic like product are all present in the same geographical markets, are

sold through common or similar channels of distribution and are simultaneously present in

the market. Accordingly, for purposes of these preliminary investigations, we find that a

reasonable overlap of competition exists and that the competition requirement has been met.

We also find that other considerations indicate that cumulation for threat is

appropriate. The volume of imports from China and Thailand both increased significantly

over the period of investigation and imports from both countries have had consistently high

margins of underselling throughout the period of investigation , suggesting that imports from

both China and Thailand are likely to enter the United States at prices that will have a

depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of disposable lighters ."

III.

67 68

REASONABLE INDICATION OF THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY

REASON OF ALLEGEDLY SUBSIDIZED OR LTFV IMPORTS

Section 771 (7) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Commission to determine

whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports "on the basis

of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent. " The

Commission cannot base such a determination on mere conjecture or supposition."

The Commission must consider ten factors in its threat analysis , including: (1 ) if a

subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to it by the administering authority

as to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy

inconsistent with the Agreement) ; (2) any increase in production capacity or existing unused

capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a significant increase in imports; (3) any

rapid increase in United States market penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will

increase to an injurious level; (4) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter

the United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic

prices; (5) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United States; (6)

the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the exporting

country; (7) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing development and

production efforts of the domestic industry, including efforts to develop a derivative or more

advanced version of the like product, and (8) any other demonstrable adverse trends that

indicate the probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise

(whether or not it is actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury .

70

65 Transcript at 65 (Testimony of Mr. Pierce)("For purposes of the preliminary determination, we

do not challenge the petition's request that subject imports from Thailand and China be cumulated. ")

66 Chairman Watson does not find the channels of distribution to be similar for all parties in these

investigations. See Additional Views of Chairman Watson.

67 OCR at Table 20.

68 Chairman Watson notes that while the record reveals no evidence of price depression and little

evidence of price suppression, he cannot at this point rule out the possibility of future price effects.

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii) .

69

70 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(I)-(X) . Since these investigations do not involve an agricultural

product, Factor IX is not applicable. Product shifting, Factor VII, is not an issue because there is no

evidence that foreign manufacturers of subject disposable lighters produce any other products currently

under investigation or subject to an order.
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71

The presence or absence of any single threat factor is not necessarily dispositive.

addition, the Commission must consider whether dumping findings or antidumping remedies

in markets of foreign countries against the same class of merchandise suggest a threat of

material injury to the domestic industry."

In

For the reasons discussed below, we find a reasonable indication that the domestic

industry is threatened with material injury by reason of cumulated imports of disposable

lighters from Thailand that are allegedly subsidized and allegedly sold at LTFV and allegedly

LTFV imports from China.

While Commerce has yet to make any findings regarding the nature of alleged

subsidies in these preliminary investigations , petitioner alleges that Thai producers receive

subsidies that are in the nature of export subsidies .

73

We have somewhat limited data regarding the Chinese and Thai industries producing

disposable lighters . While in the petition, petitioner identified over 50 firms in China that it

alleges produced and/or exported disposable lighters to the United States , the Commission

received data from only one Chinese producer. The production capacity of that producer,

however, increased dramatically from 1991 to 1993 , increased further in interim 1994, and is

projected to continue increasing in 1994 and 1995. The fact that this producer's shipments to

the United States also increased significantly while its capacity increased , indicates that

further increases in production capacity are likely to result in increased exports to the United

States.

The Commission also lacks complete data regarding certain Thai companies that

produce disposable lighters , but does have information concerning the Thai producer that

accounts for a very large share of current imports from Thailand." This producer's

production capacity increased significantly from 1991 to 1993, and is projected to increase

further in 1994 and 1995." Because exports to the United States also make up a large

percentage of this producers's shipments, we find that its recent and projected increases in

production capacity are likely to result in increased exports to the United States ."

We also find that there has been a rapid increase in U.S. market penetration over the

period of investigation and that it is likely that the market penetration of cumulated subject

imports from China and Thailand will increase to an injurious level . The market share of

cumulated imports increased from 1991 to 1993 and was higher in interim 1994 than in

interim 1993. Given recent increases in capacity in the subject countries and projected

further capacity increases, we find that it is likely that the level of market penetration will

increase to an injurious level .

Respondents have argued that the subject imports do not threaten the domestic

industry because it is likely that Chinese and Thai producers will be either unable to meet the

new CPSC child safety standard or unwilling to invest in the R&D necessary to develop a

complying lighter ." We do not find this argument to be persuasive for two reasons . First,

we note that information collected in these investigations indicates that the largest Thai

71 See, e.g. , Rhone Poulenc, S.A. v. United States , 592 F. Supp. 1318 , 1324 n.18 (Ct. Int'l Trade

1984) .

7219 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I) .

73 Petition at 17 & 24-25.

74 This producer exported a very small amount of child resistant disposable lighters in 1993 and in

interim 1994.

75 OCR at Table 15.

76 OCR at Table 15.

37.

77
CR at Table 16.

78 Postconference Brief of New York Lighter at 34-35; Postconference Brief of Thai Merry at 31 &
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producer is currently selling child resistant lighters in the United States and that the largest

Chinese exporter is in the final stages of development of a child resistant lighter." Second,

Thai and Chinese producers of disposable lighters that export to the United States have been

on notice at least since July 12 , 1993, that the CPSC standard will go into effect in July of

1994. Nevertheless, those producers have recently made large investments in expanding their

production capacity and they anticipate adding additional production capacity in 1994 and

1995. This fact provides some evidence that these producers do not intend to abandon the

U.S. market after the new safety standards go into effect, particularly in light of the relative

lack of importance of home market sales to both Thai and Chinese producers relative to

exports to the United States.

80

81

Available data in these preliminary investigations also indicate that there is a

reasonable indication that cumulated imports from China and Thailand are likely to enter the

United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices .

While there is evidence of some quality differences between domestically-produced lighters

and the subject imports , information collected in these preliminary investigations also

indicates that the imports and the domestic product are moderately substitutable." Pricing

data collected by the Commission indicate that the margins of underselling for both Chinese

and Thai imports were significant and that the subject imports undersold the domestic product

by substantial margins in every quarter in which price comparisons were possible. In

addition, average unit values of Thai and Chinese imports declined significantly throughout

the period of investigation ."

84

83

An examination of inventories of subject merchandise in the United States supports

our finding of threat. U.S. importers ' end-of-period inventories of cumulated imports from

China and Thailand increased dramatically from 1991 to 1993 and further increased from

interim 1993 to interim 1994, as did the ratio of such inventories to imports.

85

Data collected regarding the expenditures of the domestic industry on research and

development, however, indicate that the subject imports have had few if any actual negative

effects on the domestic industry's level of capital expenditures or on existing development

and production efforts , including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of

the like product.

87

86

We also note that in November of 1991 the European Union (EU) imposed

antidumping duties on certain Chinese and Thai producers of disposable lighters and that the

Government of Argentina recently imposed antidumping duties against Chinese disposable

lighters . Given the relative unimportance of home market sales to both Chinese and Thai

exporters of disposable lighters, these antidumping duties may serve to increase the

importance of U.S. exports to Chinese and Thai producers and may make it less likely that

those producers will abandon the U.S. market once the CPSC standard becomes mandatory.

79 CR at I-46 & I-47; PR at II-18.
80

CR at Tables 14 & 15.
81

CR at Tables 14 and 15.
82

CR at I-9, I- 10 & I-57.

83

We note that the consistent pattern of underselling may reflect differences in quality between the

domestic product and the subject imports. We will explore this issue further in any final

investigations.

84 CR at Table 16.

85 OCR at Table 13 .
86

CR at I-39 and Table 12; PR at II-15. Petitioners have alleged, however, the existence of

negative potential effects of subject imports on the domestic industry. CR at I-39.

CR at I-51 n. 70.
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Conclusion

In light of the evidence on the record in these preliminary investigations and for the

reasons discussed above, we conclude that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic

industry producing disposable lighters is threatened with material injury by reason of the

cumulated subject imports .
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN WATSON

88

In determining whether a domestic industry is materially injured by reason of imports

that Commerce has found to be sold at LTFV, the statute directs the Commission to consider

the volume of imports, their effect on prices for the like product, and their impact on

domestic producers of the like product. Although the Commission may consider causes of

injury other than the LTFV imports , it is not to weigh causes." For the reasons discussed

below, I find that the domestic industry producing disposable lighters is not materially injured

by reason of LTFV imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand.

A. Volume of the Subject Imports

***

By quantity, the volume of imports from China and Thailand increased throughout

the period of investigations , from 186,598,000 units in 1991 to 293,196,000 units in 1993,

coinciding with a gain of *** percentage points in market share by the subject imports."

Approximately percent of this gain came, however, at the expense of non-subject

imports, which lost *** percentage points in market share from 1991 to 1993." In contrast,

the domestic producer lost *** percentage points in market share from 1991 to 1993.2

Thus, the majority of the market share gains by the subject imports came at the expense of

the ***, not at the expense of the domestic industry.

In addition, much of the increase in shipments of subject imports was absorbed by

increases in domestic consumption. U.S. consumption of disposable lighters, by quantity,

increased *** throughout the POI, from *** units in 1991 to *** units in 1993 and also

increased noticeably during the interim periods .

9394

By value, domestic producers fared well . Although domestic consumption declined

*** percent by value throughout the POI, U.S. producers gained market share . In fact, U.S.

producers gained *** in market share while subject imports gained only *** in market

share.

88 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(B)(i) . The Commission may also evaluate "all relevant economic factors ...

within the context of the business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the

affected industry. " 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(C)(iii) .
89

For Chairman Watson's interpretation of the statutory requirement of material injury by reason of

LTFV imports, see Defrost Timers from Japan , Inv. No. 731-TA-643 (Preliminary) , USITC Pub.

2609 at n.41 (March 1993).

90 Table C-3, CR at C-5.

91 Table C-3 , CR at C-5. By quantity, all of the market share lost by non-subject imports was

gained by subject imports. Interestingly, most of this loss occurred between 1992 and 1993 ,

coinciding with the period in which the subject imports had the greatest market penetration.

92 Table C-3, CR at C-5.

93 Table C-3, CR at C-5. Interim domestic consumption ***, from *** units in interim 1993 to

*** units in interim 1994. Despite recent trends away from smoking, the overall consumption for

disposable lighters has increased. This may have been due to substitution of lighters for matches. CR

at I-54.

94

U.S. producer's capacity utilization increased slightly over the POI, from *** in 1991 to *** in

1993, and increased noticeably to *** during interim 1994. Thus, the domestic producer's ability to

meet increases in domestic consumption is becoming increasingly limited , and therefore any adverse

volume effects of the subject imports are similarly limited.

95 Table C-3 , CR at C-5. This trend continued during the interim periods. U.S. producers gained

*** while subject imports gained only ***. Table C-3 , CR at C-5.
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B. Price Effects of the Subiect Imports

While data on the record reveal significant instances and margins of underselling by

the subject imports during the period of investigations , there is no evidence of price

depression and little evidence of price suppression." In fact prices for the domestically

produced disposable lighters increased while prices for the subject imports were concurrently

declining." This consistent price differential points to other non-price factors which may

account for the difference, and suggests that although the products may be technically

interchangeable, the domestic like product and the subject like product may not be readily

substitutable.

98

There appear to be three factors contributing to the price differential between the

domestic like product and the subject imports . First, substantial quality differences seem to

exist between BIC disposable lighters and the like product from the subject countries . As

noted in the staff report, the BIC lighters have approximately 2,000 lights per lighter, while

the subject imports have about 30 percent less fuel and roughly 20 percent fewer lights .

Additionally, as noted by both the petitioner and the respondents , it is a matter ofcommon

knowledge in the industry that BIC manufactures the best quality disposable lighter." In this

regard, I note that BIC lighters meet ASTM safety standards and are generally believed to be

safer.

100

A second factor which may explain the petitioner's ability to raise prices despite

increased volumes of lower priced imports from China and Thailand is the information

suggesting the existence of a segmented market for disposable lighters in the United States.

The record indicates that "BIC dominates the brand-name market characterized by sales of

disposable lighters to large, national retail chains " whereas disposable lighters imported from

China and Thailand are "no-name, low-end lighters that sell at mom and pop convenience

stores, neighborhood liquor stores, and street vendors and cigarette stands , places where BIC

lighters are not generally sold.

#101

Differences among the like products in average lead times between a customer's

order and the date of delivery may also be a contributing factor to the price differential .

BIC's average lead time *** compares favorably to that for the like product from Thailand

*** and China *** 102 Since customers will generally prefer an item earlier than later, it is

plausible to assume that they would be willing to pay higher prices for the former.

•

In sum, the record indicates that despite the consistent underselling by the subject

imports, there is no evidence of adverse price effects by the subject imports .

96 Tables 18 and 19 , CR at I-62, I-63.

97 For instance, for product 1 sales to distributors during the ***, BIC's net delivered price ***

while the Chinese price dipped to ***. Table 18, CR at I-62.

98 CR at I- 10, n. 15. Tr. at 102 .

99 Tr. at 17. CR at I-57.

100 Tr. at 17. In addition, fixed-flame lighter production is more demanding than variable-flame

lighter production because of stricter performance criteria . The valve design for the variable-flame

lighter need not be as precise as that required for the fixed-flame lighter. Tr. at 18.

101 CR at I-19. In 1993, *** of BIC's U.S. shipments went to retail outlets whereas *** of

disposable lighters from China and *** of disposable lighters from Thailand went to retail outlets . CR

at I-19 and I-20.

102 CR at I-56.
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C. Impact of the Subject Imports on the Domestic Industry

There is little evidence indicating that the subject imports have had an adverse impact

on the domestic disposable lighter industry during the POI. Indicators point to a healthy

domestic disposable lighter industry . Sales increased in terms of both quantity and value.

Sales quantity increased ***, from *** units in 1991 to *** units in 1993.103 Consistent with

increased sales, the domestic industry's operating income also ***, from an operating *** in

1991 to an *** in 1993 , an improvement of *** percent over the POI.104 Capital

expenditures also *** , from *** million in 1991 to *** million in 1993.105 U.S. producer's

production and shipments also improved dramatically over the POI.106

Although the number of production and related workers (PRW) declined slightly ,

from *** in 1991 to *** in 1993, this decline is small in absolute number and relative to the

size of the total work force in this industry.107 In addition, during the interim period, the

number of workers increased to a level above the original 1991 level.108 I also note that this

temporary decline in PRW may be linked to the significant improvements in the U.S.

producer's productivity.'

109

Accordingly, I conclude that the domestic industry is not materially injured by reason

ofthe subject imports.

103

Table C-3, CR at C-6. Sales value increased ***, from *** in 1991 to *** in 1993. Table C-

3, CR at C-6.

104Table C-3, CR at C-6. Although declines in unit COGS and SG&A expenses contributed to an

improved financial picture for the domestic industry, improvements in operating income is due, in

large part, to the domestic industry's increased sales.

105 Table C-3 , CR at C-6.

106 Table C-3, CR at C-6. Production quantity increased ***, from *** units in 1991 to *** units

in 1993. U.S. shipments increased *** percent from *** units in 1991 to *** units in 1993. In

addition, the value of U.S. producer's U.S. shipments increased *** percent, from *** million in 1991

to *** million in 1993. Table C-3, CR at C-5.

107 Table C-3, CR at C-5.

108 PRW increased from *** in interim 1993 to *** in interim 1994. Table C-3 , CR at C-5 .

Productivity ofthe U.S. producer improved, from *** in 1991 to *** in 1993. Id.

109
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR

FINDING THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY

I determine that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry in this

investigation is threatened with material injury by reason of imports of disposable lighters

from Thailand that are allegedly subsidized or sold in the United States at less than fair value

(LTFV) and from China that are allegedly sold in the United States at LTFV. I set forth

these additional views because although I concur with my colleagues regarding reasonable

indication of threat, my analysis differs from that expressed in the views of the majority.

110

While I conclude that the industry is not currently experiencing material injury, the

evidence does suggest a vulnerability to the adverse effects of imports of disposable lighters

from Thailand and China. Further, the data collected concerning the probable future effects

ofthe imports from Thailand and China, while not yet complete, suggest that these imports

are likely to be injurious . Thus , I have made an affirmative determination on the basis of a

reasonable indication of threat of material injury.

Section 771 (7)(F) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, directs the Commission to

determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports

"on the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is

imminent. " Such a determination may not be made on the basis of " mere conjecture or

supposition. In addition, the Commission must consider whether dumping findings or

antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class of merchandise

suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic industry."¹³

#112

In addition to the views stated above on the condition of the domestic industry, I find

several factors that reasonably indicate that the domestic industry is vulnerable. First, while

the operating income of BIC's (the petitioner's) disposable lighter operations, has improved

110 Due to the fact I make affirmative determinations as tothe threat posed by imports from China

and Thailand individually, I find there is no need to discuss cumulation in this section .

111 The ten factors that the statute requires the Commission to consider are: (I) the nature of the

subsidy (obviously applicable only to countervailing duty investigations) , (II) any increase in

production capacity or existing unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a significant

increase in imports of the merchandise to the United States, (III) any rapid increase in United States

market penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level , (IV) the

probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the United States at prices that will have a

depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise, (V) any substantial increase in

inventories of the merchandise in the exporting country, (VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for

producing the merchandise in the exporting country, (VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that

indicate the probability that importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it

is actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury, (VIII) the potential for

product shifting if production facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, of this title

or to final orders under section 1671e or 1673e of this title , are also used to produce the merchandise

under investigation, (IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports of both raw

agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(IV) and any product processed from such

raw agricultural product, the likelihood there will be increased imports, by reason of product shifting,

if there is an affirmative determination by the Commission under section 705(b)(1) or 735(b)(1) with

respect to either the raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural product (but not both) , and

(X) the actual and potential negative effects of the existing development and production efforts of the

domestic industry, including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of the like

product.

112 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii) .

113 See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii) , as amended by Section 1329 of the 1988 Act, Pub.L. 100-418,

102 Stat. 1107, 1206.
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115
in 1991-93, in part due to lower liability payouts according to BIC , in the interim period,

BIC's operating income decreased . Also, BIC's market share for disposable lighters

decreased steadily throughout the entire investigation period .'

116

I consider each statutory factor applicable to this investigation below. "17

First, Petitioner has alleged that producers of disposable lighters in Thailand receive

subsidies in the form of export subsidies.118

120

Capacity and utilization data show that Thailand has been operating at full or close to

full capacity during the investigation period, its capacity has increased and projections for

1994 and 1995 suggest a continued growth in capacity.119 While we have received only

limited data on the Chinese industry producing disposable lighters , petitioner identified over

50 firms that are alleged to produce and/or export disposable lighters . In this preliminary,

only one Chinese producer provided any data. The capacity of this single Chinese producer

increased sharply over the investigation period and projections indicate further increases in

1994. Both Thailand and China show the ability to easily and rapidly increase their

capacity. Thus, I find there is a reasonable indication that imports could increase

significantly.

121

123

The rapid rise in market share penetration levels for both Thailand and China also

supports a finding of a reasonable indication of threat of material injury. Data show

Thailand's market share increasing steadily throughout 1991-93 and in the interim period.12

Thai exports to the United States are projected to decrease in 1994 but increase sharply in

1995." China's market share also increased between 1991 and 1993, as well as in the

interim period. The Chinese company providing data showed sharply increased exports to

the U.S. in 1994, as well.125 Because of this, I find there is a reasonable indication that this

market penetration could increase to an injurious level .

124

Prices of both the Thai and Chinese imports have undersold BIC consistently at both

the distributor and retail chain level during the investigation period.126 A comparison of

weighted-average prices of imports for both the Thai and Chinese products show large

margins of underselling at both the retail chain and distributor markets .127 I believe that there

is a reasonable indication that these imports could have a depressing or suppressing effect on

prices of U.S. -produced disposable lighters .

U.S. inventories of Thai lighters increased throughout the period and increased

sharply in the interim, by both absolute levels , and as a percentage of total imports from

Thailand . U.S. inventories of Chinese disposable lighters also increased sharply throughout

128

114 Confidential Staff Report (hereinafter referred to as "CR") at I-28 ; Public Staff Report

(hereinafter referred to as "PR") at II-12.

115 Table 7.

116 Table 1 .

117 Since these investigations do not involve an agricultural product, Factor IX is not applicable.

Product shifting, Factor VII , is not an issue because there is no evidence that foreign manufacturers of

disposable lighters produce any other products currently under investigation or subject to an order.

118 Petition at 17 and 24-25.

119
Table 15.

120 Petition at Exhibit 6.

121
Table 14.

122
Table 1 .

123
Table 15.

124
Table 1 .

125
Table 14.

126

CR at I-65; PR at II-25 and Tables 18 , 19 and 20.
127

Table 20.

128
Table 15.
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1991-93, and increased even more dramatically in the interim .'

reasonable indication that the domestic industry is vulnerable.

129

This data shows a

Finally, the European Union has determined that disposable lighters from both

Thailand and China have been dumped in that market, and imposed antidumping duties in

November 1991. The Government of Argentina also recently imposed antidumping duties

against the subject lighters from China.130 Because the home markets have not accounted for

a significant share of each country's total shipments , these actions may increase the

importance ofthe U.S. market for lighters from Thailand and China.

Based upon the capacity and utilization rates of the Thai and Chinese producers ,

market share increases for the subject imports , decreasing prices of these imports, increasing

U.S. inventories of Thai and Chinese lighters , the possibility of diverted imports from the

European Union and Argentina and the limited information on Chinese production of

disposable lighters, I find that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry is

threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports from Thailand and China.

129
Table 13.

130

CR at I-51 , n. 70; PR at II-21 .
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER CRAWFORD

In these preliminary investigations , I determine that there is a reasonable indication

that an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of allegedly LTFV

imports of disposable pocket lighters from China and Thailand ( " subject imports " ) . I concur

in the conclusions of my colleagues with respect to like product'" and domestic industry, and

in the discussion of the condition of the industry. These additional views provide further

explanation of my determination . My analysis follows .

The statute directs that we determine whether there is material injury by reason of the

dumped imports . Thus we are called upon to evaluate the effect of dumped imports on the

domestic industry and determine if they have caused material injury. There may be, and

often are, other "factors " that are causing injury. These factors may even be causing greater

injury than the dumping. However, the statute does not require us to weigh causes, only to

determine if the dumping is causing material injury to the domestic industry. It is important,

therefore, to assess the effects of the dumped imports in a way that distinguishes those effects

from the effects of other factors unrelated to the dumping . To do this , I compare the current

condition of the domestic industry to the industry conditions that would have existed had

imports been fairly priced .' I then determine whether the change in conditions constitutes

material injury.

132

In my analysis of material injury , I evaluate the effects of the dumping. To evaluate

the effects of the dumping on domestic prices , I compare domestic prices that existed when

the imports were dumped with what domestic prices would have been if the imports had been

priced fairly . Similarly, to evaluate the effects of dumping on domestic production and sales ,

I compare the domestic production and sales that existed when the imports were dumped with

what domestic production and sales would have been if the imports had been priced fairly.

The combined price and output effect translates into an overall revenue impact.

Understanding the impact on the domestic industry's prices , production and sales , and overall

revenues is critical to determining the state of the industry, because the impact on other

industry indicators (e.g. , employment, wages, etc. ) is derived from the impact on the

domestic industry's prices, production, and revenues .

I then determine whether the price, production and sales , and revenue effects of the

dumping, either separately or together, demonstrate that the domestic industry would have

been materially better off if the imports had been priced fairly . If so , I find that the

domestic industry is materially injured by reason of dumped imports . For the reasons

discussed below, I find that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry

producing disposable lighters is materially injured by reason of allegedly LTFV imports of

disposable lighters from China and Thailand.133

I. CUMULATION OF THE IMPORTS FROM CHINA AND THAILAND

I have cumulated imports from Thailand and imports from China in my

determination. The statute requires cumulation if imports from China and Thailand " compete

131 In the event of any final investigations , I request the parties to present evidence and argument

about whether nondisposable lighters and disposable lighters should be included in the same like

product.

132 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) .

133 I have considered and weighed all the evidence in the record in accordance with the holding in

American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1986) .
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" 134

136

with each other and with like products of the domestic industry in the United States

market. I find that the subject imports compete with each other and with the like

domestic product. They are reasonably good substitutes because they are very similar in

their uses and physical characteristics , 135 and the record indicates that quality differences '

between Chinese and Thai lighters and the domestic like products are minimal . Moreover,

the subject imports and the domestic products are sold through similar channels of

distribution, both distributors and retail chains , and all of the products are distributed

nationally. They are simultaneously present in the market, often sold side by side in

convenience stores or chain stores." For these reasons I have cumulated subject imports for

purposes of these preliminary investigations .

II.

138

139

137

REASONABLE INDICATION OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF

SUBJECT IMPORTS

In determining whether a domestic industry is materially injured by reason of the

LTFV imports, the statute directs the Commission to consider:

141

(1)

(II)

(III)

the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject of the

investigation,

the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the United States for

like products , and

the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic producers of like

products , but only in the context of production operations within the United

States .

140

In assessing the effect of LTFV imports , I compare the current condition of the

domestic industry with the condition that would have existed had imports been fairly

priced . Then, taking into account the condition of the industry, I determine whether any

resulting change of circumstances constitutes material injury. For the reasons discussed

below, I find that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry is materially

injured by reason of subject imports .

A. Volume of the Allegedly LTFV Imports

The cumulated volume and market share of imports from China and Thailand were

large throughout the period of investigation , and the market share rose from *** percent to

*** percent from 1991 to 1993. In the same time period , the domestic producer's market

share decreased from *** percent to *** percent . Based on these market shares, I find the

volume of the subject imports to be significant.

134

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C)(iv) (I) .
135

CR at I-9 to I-10; PR at II-4 to II-7.
136

CR at I-57; PR at II-23.

137

CR at I-18 to I-19 ; PR at II- 10.
138

CR at I-17; PR at II-10.

139

CR at I-19; PR at II-10.
140

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i) . In making its determination , the Commission may consider " such

other economic factors as are relevant to the determination . " 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii).

141 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii) .
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B. Effect of Allegedly LTFV Imports on Domestic Prices

To analyze the effect of subject imports on domestic prices of the like product, I

consider a number of factors relating to the industry and the nature of the products . These

factors include the availability of substitute products in the market, the degree of

substitutability between the subject imports and the domestic like product, the presence of

fairly traded imports, and capacity utilization in the industry. Consideration of these factors

together allows an assessment of whether the domestic industry would have been able to raise

its prices if subject imports had been sold at fairly traded prices . Thus , they provide a

measure of the price effects of the dumping. For the reasons stated below, I find that the

subject imports had no significant price effects on the domestic disposable pocket lighter

industry.

142

The availability of substitute products limits a domestic producer's ability to increase

its prices. In these investigations , I find that potential substitutes for disposable lighters do

not limit BIC's ability to increase its prices. While nondisposable lighters can be used in

place of subject imports , the price differential is so large that it is unlikely that purchasers

would have switched to nondisposable lighters . Therefore, I conclude that the domestic

industry's ability to increase its prices is not limited significantly by the availability of

substitute products .

The degree of substitutability between the subject imports and the domestic like

product is reflected by the measure of product differentiation . Purchasers faced with a

significant price increase may choose to pay the higher price if the product quality or terms

of sale of a particular purchase are sufficiently important. As discussed above, I find that

domestic disposable lighters and subject imports are reasonably good substitutes . Therefore,

purchasers likely would have bought more domestic disposable lighters had the price of

subject imports been higher.

Had the subject imports not been dumped , they would have been priced out of the

U.S. market. Examining the factors cited above allows an assessment of how purchasers are

likely to respond to the higher prices , and particularly whether purchasers of the subject

imports would be likely to switch to the domestic like product. The dumping margins in

these preliminary investigations are high enough to make it likely that most of the subject

imports would not have entered the domestic market if they had been fairly priced . The

availability of fairly traded imports, however, limits the domestic producer's ability to raise

its price. Even without the subject imports in the U.S. market, BIC would not have been

able to increase its prices due to competition from nonsubject imports . Eight countries other

than China and Thailand exported disposable lighters to the United States during the period

of investigation. Exports from these countries held a *** percent market share in 1993.

Such large alternative sources of supply limit the ability of the domestic producer to raise its

prices . That is , attempts by the domestic producer to increase its prices would have been

met and "beaten back" by competition from nonsubject imports .

Another important factor is the domestic industry's capacity utilization rate. If

subject imports had been priced out of the market, BIC's level of capacity utilization

indicates that it would have been able to increase production to replace the subject imports.

However, BIC would not have had sufficient available capacity to replace all of the subject

142 The unit value of standard disposable lighters in 1993 ranged from $0.09 for imports to *** for

domestically produced lighters. CR at C-5; PR at C-3 . The unit value of nondisposable lighters

ranged from $0.77 for imports to *** for domestic products .

Because of the limited availablity of inexpensive nondisposable lighters , I find that the overall price

differential is quite large. CR at C-7; PR at C-3 .
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imports, and thus a net reduction in supply would have resulted . The likely net reduction in

supply would tend to increase prices, although it is unlikely that such a result would occur in

this case due to competition from nonsubject imports .

For the reasons stated above, I find that subject imports had no significant price

effects on the domestic producer .

C. Impact of Allegedly LTFV Imports on the Domestic Industry

In assessing the impact of LTFV imports on the domestic industry, I consider, among

other relevant factors , output, sales, inventories , capacity utilization , market share,

employment, wages, productivity, profits, cash flow, return on investment, ability to raise

capital and research and development.143 These factors either encompass or reflect the

volume and price effects of the dumped imports , and so I must gauge the impact of the

dumping through those effects .

As discussed above, it is unlikely that any subject imports would have been sold in

the domestic market at fairly traded prices . However, because of available capacity and

competition from nonsubject imports , domestic prices would not have increased if subject

imports had been priced fairly. Therefore, any impact of subject imports on the domestic

industry would have been on the volume of the domestic industry's output and sales .

The domestic industry was not operating at full capacity in 1993. If subject imports

had been priced out of the market, the domestic industry would have had sufficient available

capacity to increase its output significantly. I find it likely that BIC would also have been

able to increase its sales significantly . The market for disposable lighters is very

competitive, with a number of significant suppliers . BIC has been an active competitor

during the period of investigation, even with unfairly traded subject imports in the market. It

is quite likely that BIC would have competed as actively or even more actively if subject

imports had not been in the market. Consequently, BIC would have increased its output and

sold significant additional quantities of lighters . Thus, I find that BIC would have increased

its sales and revenues significantly. Therefore, BIC would have been materially better off if

subject imports had been fairly traded .

III. CONCLUSION

Having weighed the evidence of record , I therefore determine that there is a

reasonable indication that the domestic industry is materially injured by reason of allegedly

LTFV imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand.

143

19 U.S.C. § 1677(C)(iii) .
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN JANET A. NUZUM

I reach negative determinations in these preliminary investigations involving imports

of disposable lighters from the People's Republic of China and from Thailand. Based on the

best information available, I conclude that there is not a reasonable indication of material

injury or threat of material injury to a domestic industry by reason of allegedly less than fair

value (LTFV) imports from China and subsidized and LTFV imports from Thailand .

Like my colleagues in the majority, I find that there is one like product consisting of

disposable lighters , which includes child-resistant lighters . I generally join my colleagues'

discussion, therefore, on " like product, " with the exception of the views expressed

concerning refillable lighters. In my view, refillable lighters manufactured by KGM are

not "disposable" and therefore are not included in the scope of investigation as defined by the

Department of Commerce.

144

I also concur in the majority's finding that the domestic industry consists of one

--
producer the petitioner, BIC. Furthermore , I concur in the majority's decision to cumulate

the subject imports from China and Thailand for purposes of assessing both present material

injury and threat .

In assessing the impact of allegedly dumped and subsidized imports on the domestic

industry, the Commission is required to " evaluate all relevant economic factors . . . within

the context ofthe business cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the

affected industry. ' 145 There is one condition of competition distinctive to the disposable

lighter industry that warrants discussion here. In these investigations , the parties have

strongly disputed the significance of the impending effective date of the new safety standard

for disposable lighters promulgated by the Consumer Product Safety Commission ( "CPSC") .

On July 12, 1993 , the CPSC issued a safety standard that requires certain types of cigarette

lighters, including disposable lighters , to meet specified requirements for child resistance.

The standard includes labeling, testing, recordkeeping, reporting and stockpiling requirements

for manufacturers and importers. This standard will go into effect on July 12 , 1994."

146

Contrary to the arguments made by some of the respondents, I am not persuaded that

the new CPSC safety standard will adversely affect to a significant degree the respondents '

ability to market their disposable lighters in the United States . The record indicates that,

notwithstanding their knowledge for almost a year of the effective date of the new safety

standard, foreign producers project their exports of disposable lighters to the United States to

increase in the foreseeable future . If respondents were unable to manufacture a significant

volume of disposable lighters that comply with the new safety standards , I would expect their

projected exports to the United States to show significant declines .

Nevertheless , the impending effective date for the new standard does appear to have

prompted both the domestic producer and importers to increase their inventories of standard,

non-child-resistant disposable lighters . Although the CPSC standard prohibits the

manufacture or importation of non-complying lighters after July 12 , 1994, sales of non-

complying lighters from existing inventories will still be permitted.147 I have therefore

examined various indicators of domestic industry performance and of subject import volumes

144 See Views of Majority at section II.3.

145 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(C)(iii) .

146 See Consumer Product Safety Commission Notice, Safety Standard for Cigarette Lighters, 58

Fed. Reg. 37557 (July 12 , 1993) .
147

See 52 Fed. Reg. 37562 (July 12, 1993) .
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during 1993 and first quarter 1994 in the context of this upcoming change in the CPSC

standard.

Analysis of Present Material Injury

With respect to present material injury, the record shows large increases in the

volume of subject imports, and accompanying increases in market share held by those

imports.

Cumulated subject imports from China and Thailand increased from 186.6 million units in

1991 to 202.6 million units in 1992 and 293.2 million units in 1993. This upward trend

continued between the interim periods, as subject imports increased from 53.2 million units

in the first quarter of 1993 to 69.4 million units in the first quarter of 1994.18 Market share

held by the subject imports in terms of quantity increased slightly from 1991 to 1992, and

then increased much more significantly from 1992 to 1993. Market share held by the

nonsubject imports increased further between the interim periods.

149

Although the increase in subject imports is large in an absolute sense, it is important

to examine the increase in the context of trends in consumption, nonsubject imports and the

domestic producer's market share. First, consumption of disposable lighters in the United

States increased throughout the period of investigation. Consumption climbed by a little

more than three percent from 1991 to 1992, and by approximately nine percent from 1992 to

1993.¹ Consumption continued to increase between the interim periods , rising by about

three percent.

150

151

Second, while BIC's market share fell marginally throughout the period of

investigation, the significance of this small decline in market share is mitigated by the fact

that BIC's shipments of disposable lighters increased throughout most of the three full years

of the period of investigation . Moreover, as discussed below, there is little evidence of

any adverse effects suffered by BIC during the period of investigation.

152

Nonsubject imports appear to have borne the brunt of the impact of the subject

imports from China and Thailand. In terms of volume, nonsubject imports increased slightly

from about 328 million units in 1991 to slightly more than 332 million units 1992.

Nonsubject imports then experienced a substantial decline, falling to a little less than 301

million units in 1993.15 The volume of nonsubject imports fell further between the interim

periods, from approximately 75 million units in the first quarter of 1993 to approximately 66

million units in the first quarter of 1994.154 Market share held by nonsubject imports

declined throughout the period of investigation, and by a substantially larger amount than

BIC 155 In sum, although the volume of subject imports experienced a large increase during

the period of investigation, other evidence mitigates the significance of this increase.

The pricing data gathered by the Commission showed sizeable margins of

underselling by the subject imports from both China and Thailand.156 For the Chinese

148

Table 16, CR at I-50; PR at II-20.
149

Table 17, CR at I-53; PR at II-22.
150

Table C-3, CR at C-5 ; PR at C-3.
151

Id.

152

Tables 3 and 17, CR at I-24, I-53 ; PR at II-12, II -22.
153

Table 16, CR at I-50; PR at II-20.
154

Id.

155

Table 17 , CR at I-53 ; PR at II-22.

156 The statute directs the Commission to consider whether there has been " significant price

underselling" by the subject imports . 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(C)(ii)(I) . The significance ofthe

(continued...)
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product, underselling margins increased for sales to distributors , but remained fairly steady in

sales to retail chains .157 Thai product undersold BIC by similar margins as the Chinese

product for sales to distributors . Margins of underselling by the Thai product for sales to

retail chains fluctuated, increasing from the beginning through the middle of the period of

investigation, and then declining again.'

158

Prices for the Chinese products showed substantial declines in sales to distributors ,

while prices for sales to retail chains were more stable. " Thai prices for sales to distributors

also declined steadily while prices for sales to retail chains were more stable.100

Notwithstanding the declining prices and sizeable margins of underselling by the

subject imports , BIC's prices for sales to distributors as well as retail chains did not show

any significant declines. BIC's prices fluctuated throughout the period examined, with no

clear apparent trend . Indeed, in both sets of comparisons, BIC's prices were slightly higher

at the end of the period examined as compared to the beginning of the period. Based on

the lack of any apparent correlation between subject import prices and domestic prices, I find

that there are no significant price depressing or suppressing effects attributable to the subject

imports.

161

164

Most ofthe evidence with respect to impact of the subject imports on the domestic

industry fails to show any significant adverse effects . Indeed, most of the factors showed

consistent improvement throughout the three full years examined. Production, capacity,

shipments, and net sales all increased . 162 Importantly, shipments increased consistently not

only in terms of quantity, but also in terms of value, from 1991 to 1993.163 This is

consistent with my finding of no price depression or suppression by reason of the subject

imports.

BIC's inventories remained stable in 1991 and 1992 , then started increasing in 1993 ;

inventories then jumped substantially between interim 1993 and interim 1994.' This

increase is not necessarily indicative of material injury, however. Rather, the information

concerning inventories appears to reflect a decision by BIC to increase its stocks of non-

child-resistant lighters before the July 12, 1994 deadline for the new CPSC standard . '

BIC's profitability improved steadily throughout the three full years examined.

Indeed, the most significant improvement occurred from 1992 to 1993, when subject imports

were increasing the most.' The steady improvement in BIC's profitability in the face of

increasing subject imports strongly suggests that BIC did not experience a material adverse

impact from those imports during 1991 to 1993. Slight declines in BIC's performance

between the interim periods occurred in a few, but not all , indicators . Other evidence of

166

165

156 (...continued)

underselling here is mitigated by evidence that both BIC and the larger importers agree that there are

quality differences between U.S. -produced disposable lighters and those imported from China and

Thailand. CR at I-57; PR at II-23. Specifically , BIC considers its lighters to be superior to the

imports in terms of quality and safety, so much so that BIC can compete with a product half the price.

Id.; see also Transcript of Staff Conference at 32 (Testimony of Michael Gray, National Sales

Manager, BIC Corporation).

157 Table 20, ČR at I-66; PR at II-25.
158

159

Id.

Tables 18 and 19 , CR at 1-62 , 1-63 ; PR at II-24.
160

Id.
161

Id.

162 Tables 2, 3 and 7 , CR at I-22, I-24 , I-32 ; PR at II-11 , II- 12, II - 14.

163

Table 3 , CR at 1-24 ; PR at II- 12 .
164

Table 4, CR at I-25; PR at II- 12 .
165

Id.; see also Table 2, CR at I-22; PR at II-11.
166

Table 7, CR at I-32; PR at II- 14 ; see also Table 1 , CR at I-14 ; PR at II-8 .
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healthy and improving performance by BIC can be seen in its capital expenditures, which

increased substantially during the full three years of the period of investigation, as well as

between the interim periods .

167

In light of the improvement in virtually every factor of industry performance by BIC

during most of the period examined , and the absence of evidence of price depression or

suppression by reason of the subject imports, I conclude that there is no reasonable indication

that the domestic industry is materially injured by reason of the subject imports.

Analysis of Threat of Material Injury

#168

In determining whether there is a reasonable indication that a domestic industry is

threatened with material injury, the Commission must base its determination on "the basis of

evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent. The

determination may not be made "on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition . "169 The

Commission considers as many of the ten statutory factors as are relevant to the facts ofthe

particular investigations before it, as well as any other relevant economic factors.170 The

Commission also must consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries of the

same class or kind of merchandise subject to investigation "suggests a threat of material

injury to the domestic industry .

#171

172

Certain threat factors tend to indicate that subject imports are likely to increase in the

future, although not to levels that are likely to be injurious . Foreign capacity and production

increased in both countries during the period of investigation. Further, exports from China

and Thailand to the United States are projected to increase in the foreseeable future , although

at lower rates than occurred during the period of investigation.'

173

The mere likelihood that subject imports will increase in the future, however, is not

sufficient to justify a finding of threat of material injury here. Subject imports already

increased by what are indisputably large amounts during the period of investigation, yet the

domestic industry's condition, including profitability, improved . There must be evidence of

the likelihood of some adverse impact to the domestic industry. I am unable to find such

evidence, however . For example, during the entire period of investigation, there was no

evidence that subject imports had significant price depressing or suppressing effects on

domestic prices , notwithstanding very sizeable margins of underselling and significant

declines in subject import prices . I find no evidence that suggests the likelihood of future

price depressing or suppressing effects from subject imports .

174
Importers' inventories of the subject merchandise increased significantly from 1992 to

1993, and showed further increases between the interim periods .' I do not think these

increases in inventories constitute evidence of a threat of material injury, however. Rather, it

167 Table 12, CR at I-40, PR at II-15.
168

19 U.S.C. §1677(7) (F) (ii) .
169

Id.

170

Factor VIII, regarding product shifting, and Factor IX, regarding agricultural products, are not

relevant to the facts of these investigations.

171 19 U.S.C. §1677(7)(F)(iii) .
172

Table 14 and 15, CR at I-46, I-48 ; PR at II- 18 , II-19. I note that coverage with respect to

Thai production and capacity was fairly complete, while coverage concerning Chinese producers is not

so complete. See CR at I-47, n. 63 ; PR at II- 19 . Although the coverage with respect to China is

incomplete, given the other evidence with respect to threat, I conclude that any additional evidence

would not be likely to lead to a contrary determination in a final investigation.

173 Tables 14 and 15, CR at I-46, I-48; PR at II-18 , II-19.
174

Table 13 , CR at I-44; PR at II- 18.
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appears that importers are building up their inventories of non-child-resistant disposable

lighters before the July 12, 1994 deadline, much as is BIC. In any event, these inventories

constituted a relatively small portion of subject imports .

I do not find evidence of any other demonstrable adverse trend indicating the

probability that subject imports will be the cause of actual injury . I also do not find evidence

of actual or potential negative effects on existing development and production efforts of the

domestic industry . To the contrary, BIC's capital expenditures increased at a substantial rate

throughout the period of investigation . Likewise, research and development showed

significant increases throughout most of the period of investigation.'

175

There are third country dumping findings with respect to disposable lighters from

China and Thailand.176 In November 1991 , the European Union ("EU") imposed an

antidumping duty on imports of lighters from both subject countries . There is no indication,

however, that the order, which has been in effect for more than two years, resulted in a

diversion of shipments of Thai and Chinese disposable lighters from the EU to the United

States . More recently, the Government of Argentina imposed antidumping duties on

disposable lighters from China. The record contains no specific information as to the amount

of trade affected by the Argentine antidumping order. Consequently, I have no factual basis

on which to conclude that these third country dumping findings suggest a threat of material

injury to the domestic industry.

177

In preliminary antidumping and countervailing duty investigations, the Commission

must determine, based upon the best information available at the time of the determination,

whether there is a "reasonable indication" that a domestic industry is materially injured or

threatened with material injury by reason of the allegedly subsidized and LTFV imports . '

There are isolated pieces of evidence that arguably are consistent with an affirmative threat

scenario, including the slight decline in BIC's net sales and profitability in the first quarter of

1994. But I must consider the record as a whole. Given the lack of any significant adverse

effects from subject imports during 1991-93 , and, at best, mixed indicators during a single

calendar quarter, this small quantum of evidence of potential harm is insufficient to support

an affirmative threat determination, even in a preliminary investigation . Rather, the small

quantum of evidence suggests a more remote threat of material injury, indicating that this

petition may have been filed prematurely by BIC. The statute prohibits me from using

supposition or conjecture to reach an affirmative threat determination. I am compelled ,

therefore, to make a negative determination with respect to threat as well as present material

injury.

175 CR at I-39; PR at II-15. Petitioner has alleged that subject imports from Thailand are

benefitting from several government programs that constitute countervailable subsidies . Although the

Department of Commerce has instituted a countervailing duty investigation concerning those programs,

the Commission has no other information with respect to those alleged subsidies. Given the rest of my

analysis with respect to threat, however, I conclude that any information with regard to these subsidies

would not be likely to support a contrary determination in a final investigation.

176 See discussion at CR I-51 , n.70; PR at II-21.

177 19 U.S.C. §1673b(a). In applying this standard, the Commission weighs the evidence before it

to determine whether " (1) the record as a whole contains clear and convincing evidence that there is no

material injury or threat of material injury; and (2) no likelihood exists that any contrary evidence will

arise in a final investigation. " Id.; see also American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed.

Cir. 1986).
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INTRODUCTION

On May 9, 1994, counsel for the BIC Corporation (BIC) , Milford, CT, filed a petition with

the U.S. International Trade Commission (the Commission) and the U.S. Department of Commerce

(Commerce) alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured and is threatened with

material injury by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China (China) and Thailand of

disposable lighters' that are alleged to be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV) and

subsidized by the Government of Thailand . Accordingly, effective May 9 , 1994, the Commission

instituted investigations Nos . 303-TA-25 (Preliminary)2 and 731-TA-700-701 (Preliminary) under

sections 303 and 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the Act),³ respectively, to determine whether an

industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury, or the

establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such

merchandise into the United States.

The statute directs the Commission to make its preliminary determination within 45 days

after receipt of the petition, or, in these investigations, by June 23, 1994. Notice of the institution of

the Commission's investigations was posted in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade

Commission, Washington, DC, and published in the Federal Register on May 16, 1994. Commerce

published its notice of initiation in the Federal Register on June 7, 1994. Copies of the cited

Federal Register notices are presented in appendix A. The Commission held a public conference in

Washington, DC, on June 1 , 1994, at which time all interested parties were allowed to present

information and data for consideration by the Commission. A list of conference participants is

presented in appendix B. The Commission's votes in these investigations were held on June 20,

1994. The Commission has not conducted a previous investigation of the subject product.

A summary ofthe data collected in these investigations is presented in appendix C.

THE PRODUCT

Description and Uses

Disposable pocket lighters are flame-producing consumer products commonly used to ignite

tobacco in cigarettes, cigars, and pipes . These lighters are normally non-refillable, and are meant to

be disposed of after the fuel supply, usually a type of butane or propane gas , is depleted. Such

1 The products covered by these investigations are disposable pocket lighters , whether or not refillable,

whose fuel is butane, isobutane, propane, or other liquified hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing any of these,

whose vapor pressure at 75 degrees fahrenheit (F) (24 degrees celsius (C)) exceeds a gage pressure of 15

pounds per square inch (psi). Non-refillable pocket lighters are provided for in subheading 9613.10.00 of the

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) . Refillable, disposable pocket lighters would be

imported under subheading 9613.20.00 of the HTS.

2 Thailand is not a signatory of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) subsidies code and

thus is not "under the Agreement" pursuant to sec . 701 (b) of the Act. However, Thailand has been accorded

an injury investigation under sec. 303 of the Act for those articles that enter free of duty.

19 U.S.C. §§ 1303 and 1673b(a).

59 F.R. 25502 and 59 F.R. 29412.

S Table C-4 presents data on non-disposable lighters provided in ***.

6

The Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSČ) definition of a disposable lighter is a lighter that

either is (1) not refillable with fuel or (2)(i) its fuel is butane, isobutane, propane, or other liquified

hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing any of these, whose vapor pressure at 75°F (24°C) exceeds a gage

pressure of 15 psi (103 Kpa) , and (ii) it has a customs value or ex-factory price of under $2.00, as adjusted

every 5 years, to the nearest $0.25, in accordance with the percentage changes in the monthly Wholesale Price

Index from June 1993.
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lighters are composed of a body, a base, a lever or fork, a jet, a lighting mechanism, a valve, fuel ,

and other minor components.

BIC, the only U.S. producer of disposable pocket lighters, currently manufactures two types

of disposable lighters domestically: the BIC Fixed Flame lighter' and the BIC Child Guard lighter .

The patented Child Guard lighter is now in production at its Milford, CT, facility as the company

prepares to convert all of this facility over to the Child Guard lighters.'

Figures 1 and 2 show the component parts for disposable lighters that make up the Fixed

Flame model and the Child Guard design. The Fixed Flame lighter has 17 component parts. The

Child Guard has three additional parts that were incorporated to make the lighters child resistant : ( 1)

a jet spring that retards jet movement, (2) a latch that restricts the fork (which lifts the jet that allows

fuel release) when not in use, and (3) a latch spring that returns the latch automatically to latched

position.

Production Process

The production process for most disposable lighters consists of five operations : (1)

components manufacture; (2) sub-assembly; (3) final assembly; (4) test and inspections; and (5)

packaging. ***

BIC purchases most materials within the United States . ***

Substitute Products

Several substitute products perform the same flame-producing function as the disposable

pocket lighters under investigation. Non-disposable pocket lighters¹º and certain electrical lighters

provide some substitution," as do table lighters to a lesser degree. These items are generally more

expensive than disposable pocket lighters . Matches, however, are the most direct substitutes . A

large percentage of matches are given away as promotional items and are readily available.¹² Even if

matches are purchased , they provide a relatively inexpensive substitute for disposable lighters .

13

7 BIC also manufactures a "Limited Edition" line of fixed flame disposable lighters that have a designer or

fashion wrap. The wrap designs , such as major league sports logos, are more expensive than the company's

basic fixed flame lighter.

The Child Guard lighter was developed by BIC to meet the CPSC standard which addresses the risks of

injury associated with lighters that can be operated by young children.

io

The Child Guard lighter, designated as model J-16, is a modification of BIC's fixed flame J-6 model .

Non-disposable lighters are gas fueled , refillable lighters that are not discarded once the fuel has been

expended. Non-disposable lighters serve the same function as disposable lighters, but they are more expensive

and generally retail for $ 10.00 or more. The major advantage of non-disposable lighters is that they last much

longer than disposable lighters. Such lighters are not sold at checkout counters as impulse items in multipacks

but rather at jewelry stores and tobacco shops as single items.

11 Mr. Park, Senior Vice President of KGM Industries, argues that disposable lighters are unique and do not

compete with refillable or electrical lighters; transcript of the staff conference (conference TR), pp. 110-111 .

Aitken Irvin & Lewin's postconference brief, pp. 4-12.

12 Conference TR, pp. 84 and 92.
13

Mr. McDonough, Area Manager for Product Engineering and Quality Control , BIC, argues that

disposable lighters are considered by the consumer to be a safer, more convenient product than matches or

refillable lighters; conference TR, p. 47.
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Figure 1

BIC Fixed Flame lighter
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Source: BIC Corp. , "Disposable Lighters from the People's Republic of China and Thailand, "

(petition before the U.S. International Trade Commission) , exhibit 1 , May 9, 1994.
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Figure 2

BIC Child Guard lighter
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Source: BIC Corp. , " Disposable Lighters from the People's Republic of China and Thailand , "

(petition before the U.S. International Trade Commission), exhibit 1 , May 9, 1994.
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Comparison of the Domestic and Imported Product

In its petition, at the conference, and in its postconference brief, petitioner argues that there

is little or no functional difference between the domestic disposable lighters and their imported

counterparts . All disposable lighters have the same general physical characteristics and provide the

same use as a flame-producing product . Petitioner also argues that there is one like product that

includes child-resistant disposable lighters and all other standard disposable lighters .

Counsel for the Chinese and Thai respondents, on the other hand, argue that the imported

disposable lighters are low-end, low-cost products that do not.compete with the higher quality

domestically produced product. Counsel also argue that child-resistant disposable lighters and all

other standard disposable lighters are separate like products .

is

16

U.S. Tariff Treatment

Pocket lighters , if gas fueled and non-refillable, are classified in HTS subheading

9613.10.00, with a column 1 -general duty rate of 10 percent ad valorem. This rate applies to

countries entitled to the column 1 -general (most-favored-nation) duty rate, including China. Such

lighters imported from designated beneficiary countries under the Generalized System of Preferences

(GSP) are eligible to be entered free of duty. Thailand is a GSP-eligible country.

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF ALLEGED SUBSIDIES AND SALES AT LTFV

Alleged Subsidies

The petitioner alleges that Thai producers and exporters of disposable lighters benefit from

numerous government programs that constitute subsidies within the meaning of countervailing duty

laws. The petition documents the Thai subsidy programs available to producers and exporters of

manufactured goods such as lighters . The programs listed in the petition are as follows : (1)

Industrial Estates/Export Processing Zones under the " Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand Act of

1979; " (2) preferential short-term loans under the Export Packing Credit Program; (3) tax and duty

exemptions under the " Investment Promotion Act of 1977; " (4) tax certificates for exporters under

the "Tax and Duty Compensation of Exported Goods Produced in the Kingdom Act; " (5) rediscount

of industrial bills under the Bank of Thailand's " Regulations Governing the Rediscount of Promissory

Notes Arising from Industrial Undertakings; " and (6) the International Trade Promotion Fund .'

17

Although Thailand is not a " country under the agreement" pursuant to section 701 (b) ofthe

Act, the Commission is conducting a countervailing duty investigation pursuant to section 303 of the

Act because disposable lighters from Thailand enter the United States duty-free under the GSP.

14

Petition, pp. 8-10; conference TR, pp. 49-50; petitioner's postconference brief, pp. 4-20.

15 A principal difference between the imported item and the domestic item is the type of plastic used in the

body of the lighter. Imported disposable lighters are generally made of transparent plastic versus the solid

colored polyacetal plastic used in the production of the domestic disposable lighters. In addition , the domestic

disposable lighters have a fixed flame, while some imported lighters have an adjustable flame. The domestic

lighters have approximately 2,000 lights per lighter while the imported lighters have about 30 percent fewer

lights per lighter. Conference TR, pp. 84, 89-90, and 101-102; postconference brief submitted by Willkie Farr

& Gallagher, pp. 16-28.
16

Conference TR, pp. 65-66, 69, 80-83, 89-90, 95, and 101-104; Willkie Farr & Gallagher's

postconference brief, pp. 2-10. Aitken Irvin & Lewin's postconference brief adds the argument that refillable

lighters should be a third like product, pp. 2-12.

17 Petition, pp. 24-35, and exhibits 11-16.
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Alleged Sales at LTFV

China

18
In order to calculate the estimated dumping margins for disposable lighters from China, the

petitioner compared U.S. prices of the subject merchandise with estimates for foreign market value

(FMV) based on constructed value. As China is a state-controlled-economy country under section

773(c) ofthe Act, the constructed FMV was based, in part, on the value of various factors of

production in India and Pakistan, .countries with comparable economic development. Petitioner

believes that India and Pakistan provide the appropriate surrogate countries because India and

Pakistan are at a level of economic development similar to China and India is a significant producer

of disposable lighters that are comparable to the subject lighters from China. At Commerce's

request, petitioner provided a secondary basis for determining FMV, using prices from a market

economy country. Petitioner provided information on the price at which disposable lighters from the

Philippines are being sold for export to the United States . The estimated LTFV margin derived from

petitioner's comparison of the U.S. price of disposable lighters from China with the FMV based on

factor values is 332.43 percent ad valorem." An LTFV margin of 197.85 percent is derived when

FMV is based on Philippine export prices .

Thailand

20
To calculate the estimated dumping margin for disposable lighters from Thailand, the

petitioner compared U.S. prices of the subject merchandise with FMV based on constructed value.2¹

Petitioner estimates that the LTFV margin for Thai disposable lighters is 172.78 percent ad

valorem."

22

THE U.S. MARKET

Apparent U.S. Consumption

Data on apparent U.S. consumption of disposable lighters based on BIC's U.S. shipments as

reported in its questionnaire and official U.S. import statistics are presented in table 1. Apparent

consumption, based on quantity, *** during 1991-93 and *** between the interim periods January-

March 1993 and January-March 1994. Consumption based on value, however, *** during the

period 1991-93 and *** between interim 1993 and interim 1994.

Table 1

Disposable lighters: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports , and apparent U.S.

consumption, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993, and Jan. -Mar. 1994

The market for disposable lighters has grown during the past 5 years as disposable lighters

have increasingly displaced matches . Petitioner explains the increase in consumption as the result

of growth in cigarette sales at convenience stores where disposable lighters are frequently sold as

18 Petitioner based the U.S. price on a sales invoice from the first quarter of 1994 for Chinese-manufactured

disposable lighters sold by Taiwan Trading Imports, Inc.

19 Petition, pp. 19-21 , exhibits 17-21 , and Amendment to Antidumping Petition, exhibit 21 , May 24, 1994.

Petitioner based the U.S. price on the average unit value from official U.S. import statistics.

20

21 The constructed value calculation is based on petitioner's factors of production adjusted to reflect

production costs in Thailand.

22 Petition, pp. 21-24 , exhibits 22-24, and Amendment to Antidumping Petition, exhibit 24, May 24, 1994.

23 Conference TR, pp. 47 and 92; Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz postconference brief, p. 23 .
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24

packs of lighters . Counsel for Thai Merry argues that the increase in demand for disposable

lighters is the result of the creation of a new market for a low-end, no-brand lighter that consumers

are increasingly buying instead of matches .25

U.S. Producer2
26

28
BIC, a subsidiary of Societe BIC, S.A. , Clichy, France," is the only remaining U.S.

producer of disposable lighters, which it produces at its plant in Milford, CT." BIC is a diversified

company that also produces stationery products (e.g. , Wite-Out, ball pen.writing . instruments ,

highlighting markers , mechanical pencils , etc.) , disposable single-blade and twin-blade shavers, and

the BIC Sailboard at three plants in South Carolina and one in Clearwater, FL. BIC also owns and

operates manufacturing plants in Canada, Mexico, and Guatemala.

All BIC lighters meet the safety standards of the American Society for Testing and Materials

(ASTM) Standard Consumer Safety Specification for Lighters (F-400-92) . BIC received a patent on

its child-resistant lighter in 1991 and introduced its Child Guard disposable lighter in June 1992 .

The Child Guard lighter is the result of a 7-year, $22 million development program. It has a lever

to help prevent children from igniting it . A mandatory standard for child-resistant lighters was

adopted by the CPSC in 1993.2 In 1991 , BIC expanded the Limited Edition line of disposable

lighters to include the regular-size lighter, as well as the Mini BIC lighter. During 1992, BIC

introduced a distinctive new series of Limited Edition lighters that resemble marble, as well as a new

series of "Sports " lighters . In the first quarter of 1993 , BIC introduced two new design series :

"Country Western" and " Flowers .

1130

Scripto, Fontana, CA, a wholly owned subsidiary of Tokai Corp. , Japan, produced

disposable lighters in the United States until mid-1989, when it began moving its disposable lighter

operations to *** Mexico . Scripto continued to produce some lighter parts at its plant in Fontana,

CA, and ship them to Mexico for assembly. By 1992, Scripto eliminated its U.S. disposable lighter

parts operations and in *** 31 Scripto imported disposable lighters from *** during 1991 -March

1994.

U.S. Importers

Questionnaires were sent to approximately 65 firms believed to be importing disposable

lighters from China and/or Thailand . The Commission received responses from 37 of these firms.33

According to the questionnaire responses, 10 companies imported disposable lighters from China

during 1991 -March 1994, and 2 companies imported such lighters from Thailand. New York

Lighter was the *** disposable lighters during 1991 -March 1994, and Calico Brands, Inc. (Calico)

34

Conference TR, pp. 44 and 63.

25 Willkie Farr & Gallagher's postconference brief, pp. 15-16.

26 The Commission sent producer questionnaires to six U.S. firms believed to produce disposable and non-

disposable lighters. ***.

Societe BIC has a *** ownership of BIC. BIC purchases from Societe BIC and other affiliated companies

products that it does not presently manufacture (such as the Mini BIC lighters and adjustable flame lighters),

certain component parts, and machinery and equipment.

28 BIC is the leading manufacturer and distributor of disposable lighters in North America.

29 The new regulations go into effect on July 12, 1994.

30 BIC's shipments of Limited Edition lighters accounted for *** in 1991 , *** in 1992, and *** in 1993 of

its total shipments of disposable lighters.

31 Petition, p. 38 and ***. See also testimony of Mr. Tucker at the conference, conference TR, p . 105 .

32 The petition identified 66 firms believed to be importing disposable lighters from China or Thailand .

33 Fifteen provided usable data (for the subject countries and/or other countries) , 22 responded that they did

not import the subject merchandise, and 26 companies did not respond to the Commission's questionnaire. ***

reported importing Chinese disposable lighters *** during 1991-92, totaling *** cases containing *** units

from ***. BIC reported imports of disposable lighters from France and Spain, and ***.

34 New York Lighter imports disposable lighters from PolyCity in China, as well as from ***.
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was the *** lighters ." Calico's disposable lighters are produced by Thai Merry Co. , Ltd. (Thai

Merry) and sold under the brand name King Lighter.

•

37

Importers of disposable lighters are located throughout the United States and reportedly sell

the imported product nationwide. Calico reported that imported disposable lighters have see-through

tanks and adjustable flames, but have a fewer number of lights per lighter than the U.S. -produced

disposable lighters .36 *** New York Lighter's Chinese-produced disposable lighter is sold under

the brand name City Lites . Some Chinese and Thai disposable lighters also incorporate the design

wrap features similar to BIC's Limited Edition lighters. In addition, some Chinese and Thai

producers are beginning production of child-resistant lighters." The Chinese lighter is sold under the

brand name Apple and the Thai lighter is sold by Calico (Westco) under the brand name Safe-T-

Loc. PolyCity, a major producer/exporter in China, has developed a child-resistant lighter but so

far it has not been accepted and certified as complying with the CPSC standards . "

40

42

38

Channels of Distribution

Disposable lighters produced in the United States are mainly sold to distributors (such as

tobacco wholesalers, candy wholesalers, food wholesalers, general merchandise wholesalers, and

convenience store wholesalers) whose main distribution base is convenience stores such as 7-Eleven

and independently owned food stores," and retail chains from food stores such as Giant and Safeway

to drug stores like CVS and mass merchandisers such as K-Mart and WalMart." A high impulse

item, marketing surveys show that 80 percent of disposable lighter purchases by consumers are not

predetermined. BIC reported that its U.S. shipments of disposable lighters in 1993 went to the

following unrelated channels of distribution: *** went to distributors and *** went to retail outlets .

The majority (***) of BIC's shipments of child-resistant lighters went to *** while *** of its

shipments of all other disposable lighters went to ***.
44

Some distributors and retail outlets sell both U.S. and imported disposable lighters .

Disposable lighters from China and Thailand reach the market essentially through the same channels

of distribution." Counsel for respondents argue that BIC dominates the brand-name market

characterized by sales of disposable lighters to large, national retail chains, whereas the generic

market is characterized by sales of no-frills , no-name disposable lighters in smaller volumes to

regional independent wholesalers ." Mr. Nordstrom, President of New York Lighter , testified at the

conference that the disposable lighters imported from China and Thailand are no-name, low-end

35 Calico included data for *** in its questionnaire response . Calico is the exclusive U.S. importer of

disposable lighters produced by Thai Merry, conference TR, p. 99.

36 See also conference TR, p. 102.

37 Max Light lighters are also believed to be of Chinese origin, conference TR, p. 12.

38 Conference TR, p. 31.

39 Conference TR, pp. 20, 34 , 37 , 64, and 79; petitioner's postconference brief, pp . 26 and 31 .

40 Petitioner's postconference brief, exhibit 2.
41

Conference TR, p. 97. Petitioner notes in its postconference brief (p. 24) that the CPSC does not certify

compliance of each manufacturer's product with the new performance standard; rather, certification of

compliance is made by the manufacturer or importer and must accompany each shipping unit of the product.

See also Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz postconference brief, p. 40.
42

A trend emerging in the convenience store business in the last five years is the "Wagon Jobber" selling

high volume, fast selling items to chain convenience stores and independently owned convenience and food

stores; conference TR, pp. 30 and 44; Willkie Farr & Gallagher's postconference brief, pp. 19-21 , and

postconference brief submitted by Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz, pp. 24-26.
43

Testimony of M. Gray, National Sales Manager, BIC, at the Commission's conference, conference TR,

pp. 28-30.

****. The store owner's objective is to provide its customers with a choice of brand name lighters or

value in the low-end lower-priced lighter; *** and conference TR, p . 101. See also affidavit of ***, exhibit 5

ofWillkie Farr & Gallagher's postconference brief.

Conference TR, p . 56.

46 Postconference brief submitted by Willkie Farr & Gallagher, pp. 17-23, and Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz

postconference brief, pp. 24-27.
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lighters that sell at mom-and-pop convenience stores , neighborhood liquor stores, and street vendor

and cigarette stands, places where BIC lighters are not generally sold ." ***. U.S. importers of

disposable lighters from China reported that shipments of the imported product in 1993 went to the

following channels of distribution: *** to distributors (***) and *** to retail outlets (***) . The ***

of shipments of Thai disposable lighters in 1993 went to *** distributors (***) and the ***

shipments (***) were to unrelated retail outlets .

Disposable lighters are sold individually, in packs of five, in 50-count display trays, etc.

Decorated or designer (wrap) lighters have an increasing share of the disposable lighter market. BIC

reported in its questionnaire that the share of total lighter shipments of its Limited Edition lighters

*** from *** in 1991 to *** in 1993.

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY

TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES

The information presented in this section of the report is based on the questionnaire response

of BIC, the only U.S. producer of disposable lighters during 1991 -March 1994.

U.S. Capacity, Production, and Capacity Utilization

Table 2 presents BIC's data on capacity, production, and capacity utilization . BIC's end-of-

period capacity to produce disposable lighters *** during 1991-93 and *** between interim 1993 and

interim 1994. BIC's production of child-resistant lighters began in 1992 with a capacity of ***

units. Such capacity *** units in 1993 and *** units in January-March 1993 to *** units in the

corresponding period of 1994. BIC's capacity to produce all other disposable lighters *** during

1991-93 but *** in the first quarter of 1994 compared to the corresponding period of 1993 .

Table 2

Disposable lighters : U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization , by products , 1991-93 ,

Jan. -Mar. 1993, and Jan.-Mar. 1994

U.S. production of disposable lighters *** percent during 1991-93 and by *** between the

interim periods . Production of child-resistant lighters and all other disposable lighters *** the period

1991 -March 1994. End-of-period capacity utilization *** the period , from *** in 1991 to in

January-March 1994.

U.S. Producer's Shipments

***

Table 3 presents data on BIC's total shipments of disposable lighters during January 1991-

March 1994. BIC reported *** of disposable lighters during the period for which data were

collected . U.S. shipments, based on quantity, *** between 1991 and 1993 , and *** between the

interim periods. BIC's export shipments of disposable lighters *** between 1991 and 1993 , and then

*** between the interim periods . The unit values of BIC's shipments were *** throughout the

period . Exports of disposable lighters accounted for *** of total shipments in 1991 , *** in 1992 ,

*** in 1993 , *** in January-March 1993 , and *** in the corresponding period of 1994. BIC's

principal export markets are ***. BIC's U.S. shipments of child-resistant lighters accounted for ***

48

47

Conference TR, pp. 95-97. Sales of imported disposable lighters to distributors often involves a multiple

chain of companies that distribute and disperse the products to convenience type stores ; conference TR, p. 121 .

See also Willkie Farr & Gallagher's postconference brief, pp. 18-20, and Pepper Hamilton & Scheetz

postconference brief, p . 32.

The majority of BIC's exports of disposable lighters are to ***; telephone conversation with ***.
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in 1992, *** in 1993 , *** in January-March 1993 , and *** in January-March 1994, of its total U.S.

shipments of disposable lighters .

Table 3

Disposable lighters : Shipments by U.S. producers, by products and by types, 1991-93, Jan. -Mar.

1993 , and Jan.-Mar. 1994

*

U.S. Producer's Inventories

Table 4 present data on BIC's end-of-period inventories of disposable lighters during the

period of investigation . Such inventories *** between 1991 and 1993 , and *** between interim

1993 and interim 1994. The ratio of inventories to U.S. shipments *** in 1991 to *** in January-

March 1994.

Table 4

Disposable lighters: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar.

1993, and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Employment, Wages, and Productivity

BIC's employment and productivity data are presented in table 5. The number of production

and related workers (PRWS) producing disposable lighters *** between 1991 and 1993 , and then ***

between the interim periods . *** . The number of hours worked by PRWS *** between 1991 and

1993 and *** between January-March 1993 and the corresponding period of 1994.

Table 5

Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing disposable lighters , hours

worked, wages and total compensation paid to such employees , and hourly wages, productivity, and

unit labor costs, by products, 1991-93 , Jan.-Mar . 1993, and Jan.-Mar. 1994

*

Wages paid to PRWS *** between 1991 and 1993 , and by *** between the interim periods .

Total compensation paid to such workers *** during 1991-93 , and then *** between interim 1993

and interim 1994. Hourly total compensation *** in 1991 to *** in 1993. Hourly total

compensation *** in January-March 1993 to *** in the corresponding period of 1994. Productivity

of PRWS *** units per hour in 1991 to *** units per hour in January-March 1994. BIC's PRWs are

represented by ***

Financial Experience of the U.S. Producer

The sole producer, BIC, furnished financial data on its overall establishment operations and

on its operations producing child-resistant lighters and all other disposable lighters .

Overall Corporate Operations

BIC, a U.S. subsidiary (publicly held) of a French company (Societe BIC , S.A. ) , is a

diversified manufacturer of disposable consumer items such as stationery products, razors , and

lighters . BIC (through its parent company) is affiliated with companies that produce lighters in

Brazil, France, Greece, Spain, and New Zealand . In 1993 , BIC's total corporate sales were $439.3

million and worldwide lighter sales were $102.3 million, 23.3 percent of sales . A summary of
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BIC's worldwide lighter sales and income for 1991 to 1993 is shown below (in millions of dollars,

except as noted) : "

49

Year Net sales Income before taxes As a share of net sales

(percent)

1991..... 96.1 3.3

1992..... 101.0

1993..... 102.3

3.4

8.4

11.1

8.5

11.4

The increase in profitability for lighter operations was primarily due to decreases in legal

costs as stated in BIC's Annual Report:

"Our policy of mounting strong defenses against product liability claims and lawsuits

involving lighters continued to prove successful in 1993. As a result of this

longstanding policy, we continue to experience a decrease in the number of claims

and lawsuits filed, while achieving increases in lighter profits as a result of decreased

legal expenses.

The following discussion on lighters is from BIC's 1993 Annual Report.

"A mandatory standard for child-resistant lighters was adopted by the U.S. Consumer

Product Safety Commission in July 1993. BIC supports the new standard and

actively worked with the CPSC for several years to make the mandatory standard a

reality. BIC, as the category expert and leader, introduced its first BIC lighter with

Child Guard into the market in June 1992 and is positioned to provide its accounts

with a full line of patented, enhanced child-resistant lighters .

However, we do not expect to feel the full impact of the new regulations, which go

into effect in July 1994, until 1995 when the industry has worked off its inventories .

The current market continues to feel the impact of low-price, low-quality imports,

primarily from the Far East. While we expect continued intense competition from

both domestic and foreign sources, the higher standards required for child-resistant

lighters should force higher prices at the lower end of the market.

We continue to introduce new series of our Limited Edition design lighters . They

offer retailers and consumers fashion, quality and long-lasting performance. Despite

the changing environment for lighters, we continue to hold our high market share in

North America, outselling all other brands. Last year saw growth in sales, units and

profit margins for this product.

#51

49

BIC's 1993 Annual Report, p. 12.

50 Ibid, p. 2.

51 Ibid, p. 6.
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Overall Establishment Operations

BIC's Milford, CT, plant is the only U.S. operation that produces disposable lighters . ***.

These plants produce stationery products and disposable shavers. In addition, the Milford plant

imports lighters from France and Spain. The income-and-loss data that were provided are presented

in table 6.

Table 6

Income-and-loss experience of BIC on the overall operations of its establishment wherein disposable

lighters are produced , fiscal years 1991-93, Jan. -Mar . 1993, and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Operations on All Disposable Lighters

The lighter operations of BIC between 1991 and interim 1994 include transfers to foreign

affiliates ofbetween *** of volume per year. These products were transferred at *** during the

same periods . The amount of selling, general, and administrative (SG&A) expenses *** 52

Income-and-loss data for all disposable lighters are presented in table 7. Net sales *** from

$*** in 1991 to $ *** in 1993. ***. The operating income margin, as a share of net sales , was

***

Interim 1994 sales were $***, *** from interim 1993 sales of $*** . Operating income ***

from $*** in interim 1993 to $*** in interim 1994. Operating income margins were *** in interim

1993 and *** in interim 1994.

Table 7

Income-and-loss experience of BIC on its operations producing disposable lighters , fiscal years

1991-93 , Jan.-Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Operations on Child-Resistant and Other Disposable Lighters

Income-and-loss data for child-resistant lighters and other disposable lighters are presented in

tables 8 and 9, respectively.

Table 8

Income-and-loss experience of BIC on its operations producing child-resistant disposable lighters ,

fiscal years 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and Jan. - Mar . 1994

Table 9

Income-and-loss experience of BIC on its operations producing other disposable lighters , fiscal years

1991-93 , Jan.-Mar. 1993 , and Jan.-Mar. 1994

52 According to BIC, transfers to foreign affiliates ***.
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SG&A Expenses

***. A summary of BIC's SG&A expenses by type of expense is provided below (in 1,000

dollars) :

The product liability expense included in the administrative category above is shown below (in

1,000 dollars) :

*

Per-Unit Analysis

An analysis of BIC's income-and-loss data on a per-unit basis is shown in table 10.

Table 10

Summary of BIC's disposable lighter income-and-loss data on a per-unit basis, fiscal years 1991-93 ,

Jan.-Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. -1994

Investment in Productive Facilities

BIC's investment in property, plant, and equipment and its return on investment are shown in

table 11.

Table 11

Value of assets and return on assets of BIC on its operations producing disposable lighters , fiscal

years 1991-93, Jan. -Mar . 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Capital Expenditures

BIC's capital expenditures are shown in table 12.

Table 12

Capital expenditures by BIC on disposable lighters , by products , fiscal years 1991-93 , Jan.-Mar .

1993, and Jan.-Mar. 1994

Research and Development

Research and development expenses for BIC are shown in the following tabulation (in 1,000

dollars) :

Capital and Investment

The Commission requested BIC to describe and explain the actual and potential negative effects

of imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand on its growth, investment, ability to raise
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capital, or existing development and production efforts (including efforts to develop a derivative or

improved version of disposable lighters) . BIC's response to this question is as follows:

Actual negative effects

Anticipated negative effects

Influence ofimports on capital investment

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY

TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES

Section 771 (7) (F) (i) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F) (i)) provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is threatened with material

injury by reason of imports (or sales for importation) of the merchandise, the

Commission shall consider , among other relevant economic factors³--

53

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to

it by the administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy

(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy

inconsistent with the Agreement) ,

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in

the exporting country likely to result in a significant increase in

imports of the merchandise to the United States,

(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the

likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level ,

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the

United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing

effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the

United States,

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the

merchandise in the exporting country,

53

Section 771 (7)(F)(ii) of the Act ( 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that "Any determination by the

Commission under this title that an industry in the United States is threatened with material injury shall be

made on the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent. Such

a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition . "
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(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the

probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of the

merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at the time)

will be the cause of actual injury,

(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned

or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to

produce products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731

or to final orders under section 706 or 736, are also used to produce

the merchandise under investigation,

(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports of

both a raw agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph

(4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed from such raw agricultural

product, the likelihood that there will be increased imports, by reason

of product shifting, if there is an affirmative determination by the

Commission under section 705(b) (1 ) or 735(b) ( 1 ) with respect to

either the raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural

product (but not both) , and

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing

development and production efforts of the domestic industry,

including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of

the like product.

54

Agricultural products (item (IX) are not at issue in these investigations . The available

information on the nature ofthe alleged subsidies (item (1) above) is presented in the section of this

report entitled "The Nature and Extent of Alleged Subsidies and Sales at LTFV; " information on the

volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and

(IV) above) and any dumping in third-country markets is presented in the section entitled

"Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Imports of the Subject Merchandise and the

Alleged Material Injury; " and information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on

U.S. producers ' existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section

entitled " Consideration of Alleged Material Injury to an Industry in the United States . " Presented

below is the available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V)) ; foreign

producers' operations, including the potential for "product-shifting " (items (II) , (VI) , and (VIII)

above); and any other threat indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above).

U.S. Importers ' Inventories

Table 13 presents U.S. importers ' end-of-period inventories of disposable lighters from China

and Thailand . Eight importers provided data on their inventories of disposable lighters from China

and Thailand . U.S. importers ' end-of-period inventories of disposable lighters from China and

Thailand *** from 1991 to 1993 and *** between the interim periods. Inventories of Chinese

disposable lighters *** from 1991 to 1993 and *** between the interim periods . Such inventories of

the Thai disposable lighters *** from 1991 to 1993 and *** between the interim periods .

54 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further provides that, in antidumping

investigations, ". . . the Commission shall consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as

evidenced by dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against the same

class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same party as under investigation) suggests a

threat of material injury to the domestic industry. "
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Table 13

Disposable lighters : End-of-period inventories of U.S. importers, by products and by sources ,

1991-93, Jan.-Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

*

Petitioner testified at the conference that the inventory overhang created by the volume of

imports from China and Thailand will be in the market for a long time until it is sold even with

manufacturers switching. to production of child-resistant lighters." Mr. Park, an importer of

disposable and non-disposable lighters from China, argues that the CPSC ruling prohibits stockpiling

of disposable lighters and CPSC inspectors have been visiting the importers ' offices to ensure

compliance with the antistockpiling regulation .

56

U.S. Importers' Current Orders

In its questionnaire the Commission asked firms to report future contracts or orders for

importing disposable lighters from China and Thailand after March 31 , 1994. Such orders from

China totaled approximately *** units with delivery scheduled through June 1994." Future orders

for imports ofthe subject product from Thailand totaled approximately *** units with delivery

scheduled through June 1994.

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the

Availability of Export Markets other than the United States

The Industry in China

58

The Commission requested information from the U.S. Embassy in Beijing, but the Embassy

was unable to obtain any data regarding disposable lighters within the deadline provided by the

Commission. Petitioner identified over 50 firms in China that produced and/or exported disposable

lighters to the United States . The Commission received data submitted by *** Chinese producer of

disposable lighters that sells to *** in the United States (table 14) . *** production capacity ***

units in 1991 to *** units in 1993," and *** units in interim 1993 to *** in interim 1994. ***

projects its production capacity to *** units in 1994-95 . *** produced disposable lighters *** of

production capacity during the period . *** questionnaire response provided ***. Such shipments

*** units in 1991 to *** units in 1993, and *** from *** units in January-March 1993 to *** units

in the corresponding period of 1994. Its principal other export markets are ***. PolyCity is in the

final stages of development of a child-resistant lighter and to date has not exported any of these

lighters to the United States.60

Table 14

Disposable lighters : *** capacity, production, inventories, and shipments , 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993,

Jan.-Mar. 1994, and projected 1994-95

55 Conference TR, pp. 34 , 39-42; petitioner's postconference brief, pp. 43-44.

56 Affidavit of Keith Park, postconference brief filed by Aitken Irvin & Lewin, app . 1 ; postconference brief

ofWillkie Farr & Gallagher, pp. 36-37.

57
***.

58 Exhibit 6 to the petition.
59 ****

60

Conference TR, p. 116.
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61

Mr. Park, Senior Vice President, KGM Industries, testified at the conference that most ofthe

Chinese factories that have been exporting disposable lighters to the United States are near Hong

Kong because many of the factories are owned by Hong Kong companies. Cli-Claque, a Hong

Kong-based company that produced disposable lighters in China in the past, now produces its lighters

in the Philippines .

The Industry in Thailand

63

The Commission received data submitted by counsel for Thai Merry, a Thai producer of

disposable lighters that is Thailand's major exporter ofthe subject merchandise to the United States

(table 15) . Thai Merry reported exporting disposable lighters to the following firms in the United

States during January 1991 -March 1994: *** . Respondents testified at the conference that Thai

Merry exported a very small amount of child-resistant disposable lighters beginning in 1993 and

1994.
64

Table 15

Disposable lighters : Thai Merry's capacity, production, inventories , capacity utilization, and

shipments, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar . 1993, Jan. -Mar. 1994, and projected 1994-95

***
Thai Merry's production capacity *** units in 1991 to *** in 1993, representing Such

capacity is projected to *** units and *** units in 1994 and 1995, respectively." The U.S. Embassy

in Bangkok provided the quantity and value of Thai exports of disposable lighters to the United

States during 1991-93 . Such exports were as follows (in 1,000 units and 1,000 dollars) : 106,589

units valued at $14,107 in 1991 , 115,847 units valued at $ 13,407 in 1992 , and 145,733 units valued

at $15,406 in 1993.

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF

THE SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY

U.S. Imports

U.S. imports of disposable lighters are presented in table 16." The Commission sent

importers' questionnaires to approximately 65 firms believed to be importing disposable lighters from

China or Thailand . Responses with usable data were received from 12 U.S. importers of disposable

lighters from the subject countries. Such responses accounted for 41.2 percent of the quantity of

67

61 Ibid, p. 113.
62

Ibid, p. 118.
63

Thai Merry accounted for *** of total Thai production and *** of total Thai exports of disposable lighters

to the United States in 1993. The U.S. Embassy identified three Thai firms that manufacture disposable

lighters for export: Thai Merry Company, Ltd.; Politop Company, Ltd.; and Hirota International (Thailand)

Company, Ltd. Politop has not exported disposable lighters to the United States for several years and has no

immediate plans to resume such exports .

64 Based on the importer questionnaire response submitted by ***, imports of Thai child-resistant lighters

accounted for *** in 1993 and Jan. -Mar. 1994, respectively, of total exports to the United States as reported

by Thai Merry.

65 ***; Willkie Farr & Gallagher's postconference brief, p. 40 .
66

Official statistics of the Department of Commerce are believed to accurately reflect all U.S. imports of

disposable lighters.
67 ***.
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Table 16

Disposable lighters: U.S. imports, by sources, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Item 1991 1992 1993

Jan.-Mar.--

1993 1994

Quantity (1,000 units)

China 85,739 82,744 154,694 26,391 40,275

Thailand 100,859 119,863 138,502 26.811 29.143

Subtotal 186,598 202,606 293,196 53,202 69,418

Other sources 328.619 332,147 300.694 75.756 66,250

Total 515.217 534,753 593.890 128.959 135.668

Value (1.000 dollars)

China 13,669 10,465 14,126 2,903 2,959

Thailand 13.692 14,718 15.823 3.023 2,849

Subtotal 27,361 25,182 29,950 5,926 5,808

Other sources 70.280 59.866 53.971 12.594 11.603

Total 97.641 85.048 83.921 18.520 17.411

Unit value

China $0.16 $0.13 $0.09 $0.11 $0.07

Thailand • .14 .12 .11 .11 .10

Average .15 .12 .10 .11 .08

Other sources .21 .18 .18 .17 .18

Average .19 .16 14 14 13

Share of total quantity (percent)

China 16.6 15.5 26.0 20.5 29.7

Thailand 19.6 22.4 23.3 20.8 21.5

Average
36.2 37.9 49.4 41.3 51.2

Other sources 63.8 62.1 50.6 58.7 48.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

China

Thailand

Average

Other sources

Total

Share of total value (percent)

14.0 12.3 16.8 15.7 17.0

14.0 17.3 18.9 16.3 16.4

28.0 29.6 35.7 32.0 33.4

72.0 70.4 64.3 68.0 66.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; unit values are calculated from

unrounded figures .

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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68

imports from China and over *** of the imports from Thailand in 1993, as reported in official

statistics.

China

69

The quantity of U.S. imports of disposable lighters from China fell by 3.5 percent from 1991

to 1992, but rose by 87.0 percent from 1992 to 1993, accounting for an increase of 80.4 percent

during 1991-93 . Imports increased by 52.6 percent during January-March 1994 compared with the

corresponding period in 1993. Imports of Chinese disposable lighters accounted for 26.0 percent of

total imports in 1993. The value of Chinese disposable lighter imports increased irregularly by 3.4

percent from 1991 to 1993. Such values continued to increase by 1.9 percent in interim 1994.

Average unit values, however, declined from $0.16 in 1991 to $0.07 in January-March 1994 .

Thailand

The quantity of imports of disposable lighters from Thailand increased by 37.3 percent from

1991 to 1993 and by 8.7 percent during January-March 1994 compared with the corresponding period

in 1993. Imports of Thai disposable lighters accounted for 23.3 percent of total imports in 1993. The

value of such imports increased by 15.6 percent during 1991-93 but declined by 5.8 percent in interim

1994. Average unit values , however, declined from $0.14 in 1991 to $0.10 in interim 1994 .

Total Subject Imports"

Cumulative imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand" rose from 186.6 million

units in 1991 to 293.2 million units in 1993, representing an increase of 57.1 percent. The value of

such imports rose from $27.4 million in 1991 to $30.0 million in 1993 , an increase of 9.5 percent .

Imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand rose from 53.2 million units in interim 1993

to 69.4 million units in 1994, an increase of 30.5 percent. In contrast, such imports decreased from

$5.9 million in interim 1993 to $5.8 million in the corresponding period of 1994 , representing a

decline of 2.0 percent.

Market Penetration by the Subject Imports

BIC's market share and the market shares of imports from China, Thailand, and all other

sources, based on apparent U.S. consumption of disposable lighters , are presented in table 17.

68

*** provided data on imports of disposable lighters from Thailand during the period . Calico, the

exclusive U.S. distributor of Thai Merry's exports, reported data ***.
69

The value of reported imports accounted for 32.0 percent and *** of 1993 official statistics for China and

Thailand, respectively.

70 Petitioner argues that U.S. imports of disposable lighters from China and Thailand are likely to continue

increasing since the European Union (EU) in November 1991 found that China and Thailand were dumping

their lighters. The EU imposed antidumping duties of 16.9 percent for Gao Yao Co. (China) , and 14.1 percent

and 5.8 percent for Thai Merry and Politop Co. Ltd. (Thailand), respectively. In addition, the Government of

Argentina recently imposed antidumping duties against Chinese disposable lighters at the rate of 30 percent ad

valorem, plus an additional duty of 51.94 percent for imports with an f.o.b. value of under $0.206 per lighter.

Such duties raise the likelihood, petitioner argues , that disposable lighters originally targeted for the EU and

Argentine markets will be deflected into the United States at LTFV prices; petition, pp. 52-53 , and exhibit 30;

postconference brief, p . 32. Counsel for Thai Merry argues that shipments of Thai and Chinese disposable

lighters to the EU have remained stable and substantial during the past 3 years and since such exports are

predominantly standard, not child-resistant, lighters, there will be no diversion of the lighters to the U.S.

market; postconference brief, pp. 44-45.

" The quantity of imports from nonsubject countries declined irregularly by 8.5 percent from 1991 to 1993

and the value of such imports declined by 23.2 percent. Mexico, France, the Netherlands, Philippines , and

Spain were the main sources of imports of disposable lighters from nonsubject countries.
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Table 17

Disposable lighters : Shares of apparent U.S. consumption based on U.S. shipments of disposable

lighters and U.S. imports , 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

*

Apparent consumption is calculated from U.S. shipment data provided by BIC and from imports

provided in official statistics .

BIC's market share, based on the quantity of U.S. consumption, *** in 1991 to *** in 1993.

BIC's market share *** in January-March 1993 to *** in the corresponding period of 1994. BIC's

market share, based on the value of U.S. consumption, was *** based on quantity, *** in 1991 to

*** in interim 1994.

***

***

The market share of imports from China, based on quantity, *** in 1991 to *** in 1993 and

*** in the first quarter of 1993 to *** in interim 1994. China's market share, based on value,

The market share of imports from Thailand, based on the quantity of U.S. consumption,

the period, from *** in 1991 to *** in 1993 and from *** in January-March 1993 to *** in the

corresponding period of 1994. Thailand's market share, based on value, followed slightly different

trends *** in 1991 to *** in 1993 and then *** in interim 1993 to *** in interim 1994.

The aggregated market share of imports from China and Thailand, based on quantity, *** in

1991 to *** in the first quarter of 1994. Such market share, based on value, *** from *** in 1991 to

*** in 1993 and from *** in interim 1993 to *** in interim 1994.

Prices

Market Characteristics

Since disposable lighters are consumer goods, the overall demand for these products depends

upon their price, and such factors as the prices and relative appeal of substitute products , and

consumer tastes and incomes. Despite recent trends away from smoking, the overall consumption of

these lighters increased in quantity terms between 1991 and 1993.7

72

***

Disposable lighters are generally sold on a spot basis to both distributors and retail chains .

Only one importer, ***, has reported contract sales of these lighters." *** regardless of the size of

the customer. BIC's distributor customers range in size from firms purchasing approximately

units per year to those purchasing over *** units per year. BIC's retail customers range in size from

small retail chains purchasing about *** units per year to larger chains that buy over *** lighters

annually. While BIC and the importers sell to the same broad categories of customers , the importers

focus their sales efforts on the lower end of the wholesale and retail markets . Their purchasers tend

to be less interested in brand names than the typical customers for the BIC product .

74

While some purchasers have qualification requirements that must be met before they will buy

disposable lighters, these requirements vary greatly. *** , although its lighters do meet ASTM

standards for safety. Some importers of disposable lighters from China and Thailand reported that

they have had to submit samples to customers for testing in order to become qualified as suppliers .

The reported testing periods ranged from 1 week to 3 months . In other cases where formal

qualification procedures have not been in effect, suppliers were required to provide evidence of

product liability coverage on the lighters.

Prices of disposable lighters are commonly quoted on either an f.o.b. or delivered basis . BIC

generally quotes prices ***. Calico reported that it quotes prices on ***. New York Lighter reported

that its price quotes ***. BIC and the larger importers reported that they generally ***.

72 *** representatives of the respondents suggested that these lighters have been rapidly replacing matches.

73 *** stopped importing lighters from China in October of 1993.

74 Petition, p. 48.
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Inland transportation costs generally account for a relatively small share of the total cost to

purchasers of disposable lighters. BIC estimated that they amount to about *** of the average

delivered prices of disposable lighters . Importers' estimates generally ranged from 1 percent to 5

percent, although one importer estimated a value of 10 percent. *** consider transportation costs to

be an important factor in purchasing decisions . Inland shipments of disposable lighters are mainly by

truck. *** reported that *** of its total shipments are by truck, and most importers reported that

trucks account for 70 to 100 percent of their total shipments . An exception was ***, an importer of

disposable lighters from China. *** reported that all of its shipments are by rail . BIC reported that

over *** of its shipments.are. for distances of over 500 miles. The majority of importers ' shipments

are for shorter distances.

Disposable lighters are sold throughout the United States by BIC and the larger importers such

as Calico and New York Lighter . While the majority of imports are sold throughout the United

States, smaller importers often reported that they focus their marketing efforts on particular regions

such as the Northeast, the Midwest, or the West Coast and Hawaii .

The average lead time between a customer's order and the date of delivery of disposable lighters

reported in the questionnaires varied widely. BIC stated that the typical lead time averages ***

working days. Among importers of Chinese-produced product the lead times varied from 7 to 90

days. For importers of disposable lighters from Thailand the lead times ranged from ***.

Product Comparisons

Producers and importers were asked to discuss differences between domestic and imported

disposable lighters that would help to explain differences in prices and in purchasing patterns . Product

characteristics were discussed along with marketing characteristics in the questionnaire responses .

75

BIC and the larger importers generally agreed that there are differences in quality between the

U.S. -produced disposable lighters and those imported from China and Thailand. BIC believes that the

quality and safety of its lighters are superior to the imports even though it considers the products to be

interchangeable in use. In fact, BIC stated that some of its customers continue to purchase

exclusively from BIC despite lowor priced competition, because of BIC's safety and reliability

features. *** . However, they have the disadvantage of a smaller number of lights . Another

importer, ***, believes that BIC's child-resistant lighter is superior to any of the products available

from China and Thailand . KGM stated that the U.S. requirements for child-resistant safety switches

have made the imported disposable lighters from China and Thailand less competitive with the U.S.-

produced product.

76

Questionnaire Price Data

U.S. producers and importers were asked to provide price data on three categories of commonly

marketed disposable lighters . For each of the three products, producers and importers were asked to

provide prices on their largest sales in each quarter and total quantities and total values shipped in all

quarters during January 1991 -March 1994. Requests for data were further broken down between sales

to distributors and sales to retail chains . Purchaser price data were also requested from firms that

import disposable lighters for direct sales to final consumers rather than to distributors or to retail

chains . The product categories were:

75 The safety features of BIC's lighters are discussed in the conference TR, pp. 15-20.

76 While some child-resistant lighters are currently being imported from both China and Thailand, the

reported quantity being imported from China is very small. John Nordstrom, president of New York Lighter,

and John Tucker, a business consultant for Calico, have both argued at the conference that the development of

a child-proof lighter is an expensive and time-consuming process, and that some importers will not be able to

meet the new CPSC standards that go into effect on July 12 , 1994; conference TR, pp. 78-84, 97-100, and

103-104.
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PRODUCT 1 : Your best selling standard fixed or variable flame lighter with

either roll-and-press or push-button ignition , which is normally

non-refillable.

PRODUCT 2: Your best selling disposable lighter that meets the requirements

ofthe CPSC Child-Resistant Lighter Safety Standard (16 C.F.R.

Part 1210).

PRODUCT.3: Your best selling disposable lighter that has a graphic design

feature either wrapped onto the body of the lighter by the

addition of a sleeve film, or imprinted directly on the body of

the lighter, whether or not the design is proprietary.

BIC and 11 importers provided varying amounts of usable price information . BIC accounted

for all domestic sales of disposable lighters in 1993 ; the importers providing prices accounted for ***

reported imports of these products from Thailand and for *** of the reported imports from China in

that year. Domestic and import price data on sales to distributors and retail chains were largely

complete for product 1 for the entire period . However, very little price data were available for either

product 2, the child-resistant lighter, or for product 3. No prices were reported for imports of

products 2 and 3 from China, and prices of product 2 from Thailand were only available in one

quarter.

Price Trends

Quarterly prices of product 1 on a delivered basis are shown in figures 3 and 4 and tables 18

and 19 for the period January-March 1991 through January-March 1994. The domestic prices on

sales to both distributors and retail chains ***. BIC's prices of product 1 sold to distributors ranged

from ***
per 1,000 units in *** to *** in *** (table 18) . BIC's product 1 prices on sales to retail

chains ranged from *** per 1,000 units during *** to *** during *** and *** (table 19) .

Figure 3

Net delivered prices of product 1 reported by BIC and weighted-average prices of imports on sales to

distributors, by quarters, Jan. 1991 -Mar. 1994

Figure 4

Net delivered prices of product 1 reported by BIC and weighted-average prices of imports on sales to

retail chains, by quarters , Jan. 1991 -Mar. 1994

Table 18

Net delivered prices of product 1 reported by BIC and weighted-average price of imports on sales to

distributors, by quarters, Jan. 1991-Mar. 1994

*

Table 19

Net delivered prices of product 1 reported by BIC and weighted-average prices of imports on sales to

retail chains, by quarters, Jan. 1991 -Mar. 1994

* *
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*** 78
Prices of

Weighted-average prices of imports of product 1 sold to distributors *** during the 13-quarter

period, while import prices of this product to retailers ***." Prices of imports from China to

distributors *** per 1,000 units in *** to *** per 1,000 units during *** . Prices of imports from

Thailand to distributors *** per 1,000 units during *** to *** per 1,000 units during

imports from China to retail chains ranged from *** per 1,000 units in *** to *** in the ***

other eight quarters where data were available, the Chinese price was between *** and *** . Prices of

imports from Thailand to retail chains ranged from *** per 1,000 units in *** to *** in ***.

In the

BIC's prices for product 2 were only available for 1993 and were largely incomplete for product

3 before 1993. BIC's f.o.b. price on sales of product 2 to distributors *** per 1,000 units in *** to

*** in ***. Its price on sales of product 2 to retailers was *** per 1,000 units ***. BIC's prices of

product 3 on sales to distributors were available in 7 out of the 12 quarters from April-June 1991 to

January-March 1994, and its prices on sales to retailers were available in 7 out of the 8 quarters from

April-June 1992 to January-March 1994. *** in either price series for product 3. The price of this

product on sales to distributors ranged from *** per 1,000 units in *** to *** in ***. BIC's product

3 price on sales to retailers ranged from *** per 1,000 units in *** to *** in ***.

Very little import price data relating to products 2 and 3 was available . Two transactions

relating to product 2 from Thailand were reported , both in 1994. Calico's price on a sale of product

2 to a distributor was *** per 1,000 units in *** and its price on a sale of product 2 to a retail chain

was *** per 1,000 units in ***. No import prices for product 2 from China were reported . *** also

reported price data on sales of imports of product 3 from *** to retail chains ." *** price on sales to

these chains ***
per 1,000 units throughout the 11 -quarter period from July-September 1991 through

January-March 1994. No import prices of product 3 from China were available.

Price Comparisons

Prices of imports from China and Thailand were *** than BIC's prices at both the distributor

and retail chain level in all quarters where comparisons could be made. Prices of imports of product

1 from China were *** than the domestic price at the distributor level during January 1991 -March

1994 and prices of imports of product 1 from Thailand were *** during this 13-quarter period (table

20) . In both cases the differential on sales at the distributor level *** over the period . In the case of

sales to retail chains, ***.

Table 20

Margins of underselling (overselling) on sales to distributors and retail chains, by country source and

by quarters, Jan. 1991 -Mar. 1994

Exchange Rates

Nominal exchange rate data for China are presented in figure 5 and nominal and real exchange

rate data for Thailand are presented in figure 6.0 Quarterly data reported by the International

Monetary Fund indicate that the nominal value of the Chinese currency depreciated by 10 percent

overall in relation to the U.S. dollar between the first quarter of 1991 and the fourth quarter of 1993.

The nominal and real exchange rates of the currency of Thailand both remained relatively stable in

relation to the U.S. dollar over the 3-year period, fluctuating in a very narrow band.

77 *** that imports directly from China for sales to its retail customers reported quarterly quantity and value

data on its purchases of product 1 during January 1991 -March 1994. The unit value data fluctuated with no

clear trend during this period.
78

The Thai price data shown in tables 18 and 19 represent prices reported by Calico only. In the majority

of quarters, Calico's prices represent sales to ***.

***

80 China changed its method of reporting official exchange rates on Jan. 1 , 1994. The new exchange rate

data are not consistent with the data reported for the 1991-93 period and earlier.
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Figure 5

Indexes of nominal exchange rates of the Chinese currency in relation to the U.S. dollar, by quarters,

Jan. 1991 -Dec. 1993
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Figure 6

Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the Thai currency in relation to the U.S. dollar, by

quarters, Jan. 1991 -Mar. 1994
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Lost Sales and Lost Revenues

81

BIC alleged that it lost sales of over *** disposable lighters valued at more than $*** due to

competition from imports from China and Thailand . The *** separate lost sales allegations all

concerned transactions that occurred during 1993. The majority of the allegations concerned imports

from *** . The Commission staff investigated nine of the allegations. BIC also alleged that it has lost

revenues due to competition from low-priced imports. However, BIC stated in its questionnaire that

***

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $ *** to *** due to

competition from imports from China. However, ***, a spokeswoman for *** , said that she did not

have the information available to address the allegation .

BIC also alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a result

of competition from imports from Thailand . ***, a buyer for ***, denied the allegation . He said that

the volume, value, and date of the transaction were accurate, and he acknowledged that BIC did lose

the bid. However, he said that in this case *** purchased BIC lighters from another distributor

instead of purchasing directly from BIC. No purchases of imports from Thailand were involved .

*** lighters from China and Thailand. He said that the quality of the imported lighters is

inferior to the BIC products, but they are much lower priced.

BIC further alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a

result of competition from imports from China. ***, a spokesman for ***, acknowledged that his

company purchases disposable lighters but was unwilling to address the specific allegation.

BIC further alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a

result of competition from imports from China. *** denied the allegation. He acknowledged that

*** purchases imports from China as well as the domestic product. However, he said that ***

regards the BIC lighters as a higher quality product than the imports, and does not consider them to

be competing with each other . *** views the BIC lighters and the imported lighters as different

product lines . *** markets both the BIC lighters and the imported lighters through

***

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a result of

competition from imports from Thailand. ***, the spokeswoman for ***, was not able to address the

specific allegation . However, she said that her company has shifted purchases from BIC to imports

from Thailand because of their lower price. She believes that retail customers view the BIC products

and the imports as close substitutes, and that the lower price of the imports gives them a distinct

advantage in the competition. However, *** still purchases lighters from BIC in addition to the

imports.

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $ *** to *** as a result of

competition from imports from China. ***, the spokeswoman for ***, was not able to directly

address the allegation , but she did say that *** has shifted some of its business away from BIC

because ofthe lower price of the imports from China. However, she said that *** still purchases

about *** of its lighters from BIC.

*** *** ***
fora

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $ *** to

in *** as a result of competition from imports from China . *** , the *** named by BIC, *** of ***'

at the time the lost sales had allegedly occurred . However, ***, and had no information available to

address the lost sale allegation.

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a result of

competition from imports from China. *** was not willing to address the allegation . She said that

imports from China were less expensive than the domestic product, but would not provide any other

information.

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a result of

competition from imports from China. ***, the spokesman for ***, denied the allegation . He said

that his company, which is a ***, purchases imported disposable lighters from *** rather than China .

*** also purchases some BIC lighters, though they are much more expensive than the imported

lighters . *** believes that imports are rapidly taking over the U.S. market, and that BIC's brand

81 *** 。
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name does not offset the price advantage of the lower priced imports . He said that the lighters from

China are the least expensive imports. *** said that he buys the imports from *** because they are

higher in quality than the Chinese imports .

BIC alleged that it lost a sale of *** disposable lighters valued at $*** to *** as a result of

competition from imports from Thailand . *** , the spokesman for ***, did not directly address the

allegation, but he did discuss the market for disposable lighters . He said that domestically produced

lighters and imported lighters from Thailand are generally sold through the same channels of

distribution, but that the imports are lower priced and somewhat lower in quality than the domestic

lighters . He does not believe that the products compete directly with each other, since they are aimed

at different price points . *** said that *** buys both the BIC product and the imports .
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMISSION

[Investigations Nos. 731 -TA-700-701

(Preliminary)]

Disposable Lighters From the People's

Republic ofChina and Thailand

AGENCY: International Trade

Commission.

ACTION: Institution and scheduling of

preliminary antidumping investigations.

SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives

notice ofthe institution ofpreliminary

antidumping investigations Nos. 731-

TA-700-701 (Preliminary) under

section 733(a) ofthe Tariff Act of 1930

(19 U.S.C. 1673b(a)) to determine

whether there is a reasonable indication

that an industry inthe United States is

materially injured, or is threatened with

material injury, or the establishment of

an industry in the United States is

materially retarded, by reason of

imports from the People's Republic of

China and Thailand ofdisposable

pocket lighters, gas fueled, non-

refillable, provided for in subheading

9613.10.00 ofthe Harmonized Tariff

Schedule ofthe United States, that are

alleged to be sold in the United States

at less than fair value. The Commission

must complete preliminary

antidumping investigations in 45 days,

or in this case by June 23, 1994.

Forfurther information concerning

the conduct ofthese investigations and

rules ofgeneral application, consult the

Commission's Rules of Practice and

Procedure, part 201 , subparts A through

E (19 CFR part 201), and part 207,

subparts A and B ( 19 CFR part 207).

EFFECTIVE DATE: May 9, 1994.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Valerie Newkirk (202–205–3190) , Office

ofInvestigations, U.S. International

Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW.,

Washington, DC 20436. Hearing-

impaired persons can obtain

information on this matterby contacting

the Commission's TDD terminal on 202-

205-1810. Persons with mobility

impairments who will need special

assistance in gaining access 2 to the

Commission should contact the Office

ofthe Secretary at 202-205-2000.

Information can also be obtained by

calling the Office ofInvestigations'

remote bulletin board system for

personal computers at 202-205-1895

(N,8,1).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

These investigations are being

instituted in response to a petition filed

A- 3

onMay 9, 1994, by BIC Corporation,

Milford, CT.

Participation in the Investigations and

Public Service List

Persons (other than petitioners)

wishing to participate inthe

investigations as parties must file an

entry ofappearance with the Secretary

to the Commission, as provided in

§§201.11 and 207.10 ofthe

Commission's rules, not later than seven

(7) days after publication ofthis notice

in the Federal Register. The Secretary

will prepare a public service list

containing the names and addresses of

all persons, or their representatives,

who are parties to these investigations

uponthe expiration ofthe period for

filing entries ofappearance.

Limited Disclosure of Business

Proprietary Information (BPI) Under an

Administrative Protective Order (APO)

and BPI Service List

Pursuant to § 207.7(a) ofthe

Commission's rules, the Secretary will

make BPI gathered in these preliminary

investigations available to authorized

applicants under the APO issued inthe

investigations, provided that the

application is made not later than seven

(7) days afterthe publication ofthis

notice in the Federal Register. A

separate service list will be maintained

bythe Secretary for those parties

authorized to receive BPI under the

APO.

Conference

The Commission's Director of

Operations has scheduled a conference

in connection with these investigations

for9:30 a.m. on June 1, 1994, at the U.S.

International Trade Commission

Building, 500 E Street SW., Washington,

DC. Parties wishing to participate in the

conference should contact Valerie

Newkirk (202-205-3190) not later than

May 27, 1994, to arrange for their

appearance. Parties in support ofthe

these investigations and parties in

imposition ofantidumping duties in

opposition tothe imposition ofsuch

duties will each be collectively

allocated one hour within which to

make an oral presentation at the

conference. A nonparty who has

testimony that may aidthe

Commission's deliberations may request

permission to present a short statement

at the conference.

Written Submissions

As provided in §§ 201.8 and 207.15 of

the Commission's rules, any person may

submit to the Commission on or before

June 6, 1994, a written brief containing

information and arguments pertinent to
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the subject matter ofthe investigations.

Parties may file written testimony in

connection with their presentation at

the conferencenolater than three (3)

days before the conference. Ifbriefs or

written testimony contain BPI,they

must conform with the requirements of

§§ 201.6.207.3, and 207.7 ofthe

Commission's rules..

In accordance with §§ 201.16(c) and

207.3 ofthe rules, each documentfiled

bya party tothe investigations mustbe

served on all other parties tothe

investigations (as identified by either

the public or BPI service list), and a

certificate ofservice must be timely

filed. The Secretary will not accept a

document for filing without a certificate

of service.

Authority: These investigations arebeing

conducted under authority ofthe TariffAct

of 1930, title VIL. This notice is published.

pursuant to § 207.12 ofthe Commission's

rules.

By order ofthe Commission.

Issued: May 10, 1994.

Donna R. Koehnke,

Secretary:

(FR Doc. 94-11765Filed5-13-94; 8:45 am)

BILLING CODE 7020-02-P

[Investigation No 303-TA-25 (Preliminary)

Disposable Lighters . From Thailand

AGENCY: United States International

TradeCommission.

ACTION: Institution and scheduling of

preliminary countervailing duty

investigation.

SUMMARY: TheCommission hereby gives

notice ofthe institution of preliminary

countervailing duty investigation No.

303-TA-25 (Preliminary) under section

303 ofthe TariffAct of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

1303) to determine whether there is a

reasonable indication that an industry

in the United States is materially

injured, or is threatened with material

injury, or the establishment ofan

industry in the United States is

materially retarded, by reason of

imports from Thailand ofdisposable

pocket lighters, gas fueled, non-

refillable, provided for insubheading.

9613.10.00 ofthe Harmonized Tariff

Schedule of the United States, that are

alleged to be subsidized bythe

Government ofThailand. The

Commission. must complete preliminary

countervailing duty investigations in 45

days, or inthis case byJune 23, 1994.

Forfurther information concerning

the conduct ofthis investigation and

rules ofgeneral application, consult the

Commission's Rules ofPractice and

Procedure, part 201, subparts.A through

E (19 CFR part 200), andpart 207,

subparts AandB (19 CFR part 207)..

EFFECTIVE DATE: May9, 1994

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Valerie Newkirk (202–205–3190), Office

ofInvestigations, U.S: International

Trade Commission, 506 E StreetSW.,

Washington, DC20436. Hearing-

impaired persons can obtain

information or this matterbycontacting

the Commission'sFEDterminal on 202-

205-1810. Persons with mobility

impairments whowill need special

assistance in gaining access to the

Commission should contact the Office

ofthe Secretary at 202-205–2000.

calling the Office ofInvestigations

Information can alsobe obtained by

remote bulletinboard system for

personalcomputers at 202-205-1895

(N,8,1)

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Background

This investigation isbeing instituted

in response to a petition filed onMay

9, 1994, by BICCorporation, Milford

CT.

Participation in the Investigation and

Public ServiceList

wishingto participate inthe

Persons fatherthan petitioners)

investigation as parties must file an

entry ofappearance with the Secretary

to the Commission, asprovided in

§§.201.11 and 207.10 ofthe

Commission's rules, not laterthan seven

(7) days after publications ofthis notice

in the Federal Register. The Secretary

willprepare a public service hist

containing the names andaddresses, of

all persons, or their representatives,

who are parties to this investigation

upon the expiration ofthe period for

filing entries ofappearance.

Limited Disclosure ofBusiness

ProprietaryInformation (BPI) Under an

Administrative Protective Order (APO►

and BPI Service List

Pursuant to § 207.7(a) ofthe

Commission's rules,the Secretary will

make BPIgathered in thispreliminary

investigation available to authorized

applicants underthe APO issued in the

investigation, provided that the

application is made not laterthan seven

(7) days afterthe publication ofthis

notice in theFederal Register. A

separate service list will be maintained

bythe Secretaryforthese parties

authorized to receive BPS underthe

APO.

Conference

TheCommission's Director of

Operations has scheduleda conference

A- 4
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in connection with this investigation for

9:30a.m. on June 1, 1954, at the US.

International Trade.Commission

Building, 500 E Street SW, Washington,

DC. Parties wishingto participate in the

conference should contact Valerie

Newkirk (202–206–3190 not latertharr

May 27, 1994, to arrange fortheir

appearance. Parties in support ofthe

impositionofcountervailing duties in

this investigation and parties in

opposition to the imposition ofsuch

duties will each be collectively

allocated one hour within whichto

make an oralpresentation at the

conference. Anonpartywho has

testimony thatmay aidthe

Commission's deliberations may request

permission to present a short statement

at the conference.

Written Submissions

As provided' in 201.8 and207.15 of

the Commission's rules, any person may

submit tothe Commission on orbefore

June6, 1994, a written briefcontaining

information and arguments pertinent to

the subject matterofthe investigation.

Parties may file written testimony in

connection with their presentation at

the conference nolaterthan three (3)

days before the conference. Ifbriefs or

written testimony contain BPF, they

mustconformwith the requirements of

SS 201.6,207.3, and207.7 ofthe

Commission'srules.

In accordancewith 201.16(c)and

207.3 afthe rules, each documentfiled

by a partytothe investigation mustbe

served an all otherparties tothe

investigation (as identifiedby eitherthe

public arBPL service list), and a

certificate ofservice mustbe timely

filed. The Secretary will not accept a

document for filing without a certificate

of service.

Authority:This investigation is being

conducted under authority of theTariffAct

of1930, title VII . This notice is published.

pursuant to § 207.12 ofthe Commission's

rules.

Issued: May 10, 1994.

By order of the Commission.

Donna R. Koehnke,

Secretary.

(FF Doc. 94-11912 Filed 5-13-94; 8:45am)

BILLING CODE 7020-22
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[A-570-834, A-549-810]

Federal Register / Vol. 59, No. 108 / Tuesday, June 7, 1994 / Notices

Initiation of Antidumping Duty

Investigations: Disposable Pocket

In accordance with 19 CFR 353.12,

* petitioner alleges that imports of

disposable pocket lighters fromthe PRC

and Thailand are being, orare likelyto

be, sold in the United States at less than

fair value within the meaning of section

731 ofthe TariffAct of1930, as

amended (the Act), and that such

imports are materially injuring, or

threatening material injury to, a U.S.

industry.

Petitioner states that it has standingto

file the petition because the BIC

Corporation is an interested party, as

- defined under section -771(9)(C) ofthe

Act, and it isthe sole domestic producer

ofdisposable pocket lighters. Ifany

interested party, as described under

paragraphs (C), (D), (E) , or (F) ofsection

771(9) ofthe Act, wishes to register

support for, oropposition to, this

petition, it should file a written

notification with the assistant Secretary

for Import Administration.

Scope ofInvestigations

The Products covered by these

investigations are disposable pocket

lighters, whether or not liquefied

hydrocarbon, or a mixture containing

any ofthese, whose vapor pressure at 75

degrees fahrenheit (24 degrees celsius)

exceeds a gage pressure of15 pounds

per square inch. Non-refillable pocket

lighters are imported under subheading

9613.10.0000 ofthe Harmonized Tariff

Schedule ofthe United States

("HTSUS") . Refillable, disposable

pocket lighters would be imported

under subheading 9613.20.0000.

Although the HTSUS subheadings are

provided for convenience and Customs

purposes, our written descriptions of

Lighters From the People's Republic of the scope ofthese proceedings are

China and Thailand

AGENCY: Import Administration,

International Trade Administration,

Department ofCommerce.

EFFECTIVE DATE: June 7, 1994.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Vincent Kane (202) 482-2815 for the

People's Republic ofChina (PRC); or

David Boyland (202) 482-0588 for

Thailand, Office ofCountervailing

Investigations, Important

Administration, International Trade

Administration, U.S. Department of

Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution

Avenue, NW., Washington, DC, 20230.

INITIATION OF INVESTIGATIONS:

The Petition

On May 9, 1994, we received a

petition in proper form filed by the BIC

Corporation (" petitioner"), the sole U.S.

Producer ofdisposable pocket lighters.

Petitioner filed supplements to the

petition on May 23 and 24, 1994.

dispositive.

United States Price and Foreign Market

Value-The People's Republic ofChina

Petitioner based United States Price

("USP") on a 1994 sale made on a

packed, c.i.f., duty-paid, delivered basis

to a U.S. purchaser ofdisposable pocket

lighters from the PRC. Petitioner

deducted ocean freight, marine

insurance, commission, harbor

maintenance fee, and customs

processing fee from this price to arrive

at an f.o.b. value for the imports.

Petitioner contends that the foreign

market value ("FMV") of disposable

pocket lighters subject to this

investigation must be determined in

accordance with section 773(c) ofthe

Act, which concerns non-market

economy ("MNE") countries. The

Department has determined the PRCto

be an NME, within the meaning of

'section 771(18) (A) ofthe Act, in

previous cases (sec e.g. , Final

A-5

Determination ofSales at Less Than Fair

Value: Sebacic Acid from the PRC, May

31, 1994 (59 FR 28053)) . In accordance

with 771(18)(C) ofthe Act, that

determination continues to apply for

purposes ofthis initiation.

In the course ofthis investigation,

parties will have the opportunity to

address this NME determination and

provide relevant information and

argument on this issue. In addition,

parties will have the opportunity in this

investigation to submit comments on

whether FMV should be based on prices

orcosts in the PRC consistent with

section 773(c)(1 ) (B) ofthe Act (see

Amendmentto Final Determination of

Sales at Less Than Fair Value and

Amendment to Antidumping Duty

Order: Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts from the

People's Republic ofChina, 57 FR 15052

(April 24, 1992)) .

In this case, petitioner provided two

alternative approaches for determining

FMV. In the first approach, in

accordance with section 773(c) ofthe

Act, petitioner attemptedto baseFMV

onthe NMEproducers ' factors of

production valued in a market economy

country at a comparable level of

economic development..Petitioner,

however, was unable to obtain

information on the factors ofproduction

in the PRC. Therefore, petitioner used

its own factors ofproduction.

In valuing the factors or production,

petitioner used India and Pakistan as

surrogate countries. Forpurposes ofthis

invitation, we haveaccepted India and

Pakistan as surrogates because their

economies are at a level ofdevelopment

comparable to the PRC's. (See

Memorandum to David L. Binder,

Director-Division II , Office of

Antidumping Investigations from David

P. Mueller, Director, Office ofPolicy,

dated August 1993, regarding non-

market economy status and surrogate

country selection, on file in Room B-

099 ofthe Department ofCommerce.)

Also, there is evidence onthe record

that India is a producer ofcomparable

merchandise, as required by section

773(c)(4) ofthe Act. When cost

information was not available in either

ofthese countries, petitioner valued the

factor using its own costs.

In accordance with section

773(c)(1 )(B) ofthe Act, petitioner's FMV

consisted ofthe sum of values assigned

to materials, labor, energy, and

overhead. Petitioner adjusted certain

factor values for inflation. Pursuant to

section 773(c)( 1 ) ofthe Act petitioner

added to the labor and material costs ,

and general expenses, the statutory

minimum ofeight percent for profit.

In making its allegation of sales at less

than fair value based on the factors of
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production methodology, petitioner

relied extensively on U.S. costs for

valuing the factors. Although the

Department has accepted similar

allegations in past antidumping

investigations against the PRC, we

prefer that the NME producers ' factors

be used and that they be valued in a

comparablemarket economy, which is a

significant producer ofthe merchandise

In response to our concern in this

regard, petitioner provided a secondary

basis for determining FMV, using prices

from a market economy country.

Section 773(c) (2) ofthe Act provides

that FMV may be based on the price at

which comparable merchandise

produced in a market economy country

is sold in other countries, includingthe

United States. In accordance with

section 773(c)(2) ofthe Act. petitioner-

provided information onthe price at

which disposable pocket lighters from

the Philippines are being sold for export

to the United States.For purposes of

this initiation, we have accepted-the.

Philippines asa surrogate country,

because its economy is at a level of

development comparableto the PRC's.

(Seememoradnum to David L. Binder.

Director-Division II. Office of

Antidumping Investigations from David

P Mueller, Director. Office ofPolicy,

dated December 4, 1991. regarding non

market economy status and surrogate

country selection , on file in Room B--

099 ofthe Department ofCommerce.)

There is also evidence on the record that

the Philippines is a producer of

comparable merchandise, as requiredby

section 773(c)(4) ofthe Act. Becausethe

Philippine import price was on an f.o.b.

basis, petitioner made no adjustments to

this price.

FairValue Comparisons

Based on the data provided bythe

petitioner, there is reason to believe that

disposable pocket lighters from the PRC

are being, or are likely to be, sold at less

than fair value. The comparison ofUSP

and FMV in the petition indicates a

margin of332.43 percent when FMV is

based on factor values and a margin of

197.85 percent when FMV is based on

Philippine export prices. It it becomes

necessary at a later date to consider the

petition as a source ofbest information

available (BIA) , we may review.these

calculation bases.

Thailand

Petitioner was unable to obtain actual

sales price information on which to base

USP. Petitioner, therefore, based USP on

the customs value of imports from

Thailand, as reported in the Department

ofCommerce IM-146 import statistics.

No adjustments were made to these

prices, because they were reported.on

an f.o.b. basis.

Petitioner also was unable to obtain-

actual prices for sales in Thailand or for

exportto third countries. Accordingly.

petitioner based FMV on its own costs.

adjusted forknown differences between

the costs ofpetitionerandThai

producers.

FairValueComparison

Based on the data provided bythe

petitioner, there is reason tobelieve that

disposable pocket lighters from

Thailand are being,or are likely tobe.

sold at less than fair value. Furthermore,

the comparison ofUSP and FMV inthe

petition indicates a margin of 172.78

percent. Ifit becomes necessary at a

laterdate to consider the petition asa

source ofBIA, we may review these

calculation bases.

Initiation ofInvestigations

Wehave examined the petition on

disposable pocket lighters and have

found that it meetsthe requirements of

section 732(b) ofthe Act. Therefore , we

are initiating antidumpingduty

investigations to determine whether

imports ofdisposable pocket lighters

from the PRC and Thailand are being, or

are likelyto be, sold in the United States

at less than fair value.

ITC Notification

Section 732(d) ofthe Act requires us

to notify the ITC ofthese actions, and

we have done so.

Preliminary Determination bythe ITC

The ITC will determine by June 23.

1994, whether there is a reasonable

indication that imports ofdisposable

pocket lighters from the PRC and

Thailand are causing material injury, or

threaten to cause material injury, to a

U.S. industry. A negative ITC

determination will result in the

investigations being terminated.

otherwise, these investigations will

proceed according to statutory and

regulatory time limits.

This notice is published pursuant to

section 732(c)(2) ofthe Act and 19 CFR

353.13(b).

Dated: May 31, 1994.

Susan G. Esserman,

AssistantSecretaryforImport

Administration.

[FR Doc. 94-13721 Filed 6-6-94: 8:45 aml

BILLING CODE 3510-DS-M
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CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International Trade

Commission conference:

Subject: DISPOSABLE LIGHTERS FROM THE PEOPLE'S

REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND THAILAND

Investigations Nos. 303-TA-25 and 731-TA-700-701 (Preliminary)

Date and Time: June 1 , 1994 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigations in the Main Hearing Room of

the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, SW, Washington, DC.

In support of the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties:

Barnes Richardson & Colburn- Counsel

Washington, DC

On behalf of

BIC Corporation

Michael Gray, National Sales Manager

Jim McDonough, Area Manager for Product Engineering and Quality Control

Maria Iranpour, Accounting Manager

Robert Mitola, Cost Analyst

Thomas M. Kelleher, General Counsel

Cheryl A. DuBois, Assistant Counsel

Thomas Blandford, Economist

)-OF COUNSEL

Matthew T. McGrath
)

Ronald A. Oleynik
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In opposition to the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties:

Willkie Farr & Gallagher

Washington, DC

On behalf of

Thai Merry Co. , Ltd.

John W. Tucker, Calico Brands , Inc.

Kenneth J. Pierce )

)-OF COUNSEL

William B. Lindsey

Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz

Washington, DC

On behalf of

New York Lighter and PolyCity Industrial

Richard Boltuck, Consultant, Trade Resources Company

John Nordstrom, President , New York Lighter

Elliot Feldman )

Jonathan Cahn

)-OF COUNSEL

)

Aitken Irvin & Lewin

Washington, DC

On behalf of

U.S. Lighter Importers and Distributors Association; and KGM Industries

Co., Inc., Cli-Claque, Halpern Import Co., Inc. , Sidelines International

Inc.

Keith Park, Senior Vice President, KGM Industries and Secretary, U.S.

Lighter Importers and Distributors Association

Bruce Aitken

)-OF COUNSEL

Martin J. Lewin
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Table C- 1

Child-resistant disposable lighters : Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar.

1993 , and Jan. -Mar. 1994

Table C-2

Other disposable lighters : Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and

Jan.-Mar. 1994

Table C-3

Disposable lighters : Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and

Jan. -Mar. 1994

Table C-4

Non-disposable lighters : Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar . 1993 , and

Jan.-Mar. 1994

Table C-5

All lighters: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1991-93 , Jan. -Mar. 1993 , and Jan. -Mar.

1994
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